
Abstract. This review is concerned with the physical problems of
fiber ring interferometry which underlies the fiber-optic gyro-
scopy harnessing the Sagnac effect. Locally reciprocal and
locally nonreciprocal physical effects are considered, including
polarization, transient, magnetic, nonlinear, and relativistic
effects. These effects are responsible for the appearance of
additional signals, which are similar to the rotation signal, at
the output of a fiber-optic gyroscope. The causes of instability
of the effects leading to the drift of the output signal are
analyzed. The sources of fluctuations which limit the ultimate
sensitivity of fiber gyroscopes are considered. We discuss dif-
ferent fields of application of fiber ring interferometers and
fiber gyroscopes built around them for practical purposes and
to basic research. The prospects for further development of fiber
gyroscopy are considered.

1. Introduction

We pursued several goals by bringing readers' notice to this
review on fiber gyroscopy. One goal was to commemorate the
50th anniversary of the publication of the work by
I L Bershte|̄n (22.11.1908 ± 16.08.2000), a Professor of the

Gor'ky (now Nizhni|̄ Novgorod) State University, in which
he first proposed and realized a multiturn ring interferometer
for measuring the Sagnac effect [1]. The interferometer was
made not of glass fiber, but of a radio frequency cable andwas
intended for measurements in the radio frequency band at a
wavelength of 10 m. Despite this fact, this work of Prof.
I L Bershte|̄nmay be considered as laying the groundwork for
present-day fiber gyroscopy: the idea of utilizing a multiturn
coil as a ring interferometer, which permits improving the
sensitivity to rotation due to the Sagnac effect in proportion
to the tuned circuit length with little or no changes of
interferometer dimensions, was sounded for the first time in
this paper. The patent on a multiturn optical glass fiber
interferometer was applied for by A Wallace in 1958, eight
years after the issue of Bershte|̄n's paper. This invention was
patented five years later, in 1963 [2]. The ideawas first realized
in practice in 1976 [3, 4], namely, 18 years after Wallace's
patent pending.

The prime objective of our review is to sumup the physical
investigations in the realm of fiber ring interferometry, which
were undertaken in several research centers during the past
25 years to bring into being the modern fiber gyroscopy and
by now are basically complete. At this stage the bulk of the
effort goes into the production of gyroscopic devices.
However, further improvement of the ultimate sensitivity
and stability of fiber gyroscopes, as well as a diversity of
technical problems involving minimization of their dimen-
sions and cost, up to now remain a topical problem.

The majority of reviews on fiber gyroscopy known to us
[5 ± 25] were written during the period when the research had
not been completed. To date we can cast a retrospective
glance at the physical problems encountered. Furthermore,
we can classify from a more general standpoint the physical
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effects responsible for the appearance of additional optical
signals at the output of a fiber-optic gyroscope (FOG), which
are identical with the rotation signal, reveal the causes of their
possible instability, and elucidate the nature of sensitivity-
limiting phenomena.

One further objective of our review is to adequately reflect
the contribution of researchers of our country to the advent
and development of fiber gyroscopy, because references to the
journal publications in Russian are, as a rule, missing from
the majority of foreign reviews and original papers.

Also considered in our review is the application of fiber
ring interferometers (FRIs) and FOGs built around them to
the solution of practical problems and to basic research. We
will also discuss the avenues and prospects of the further
development of fiber gyroscopy. Moreover, we will touch
upon the problems arising in the investigation of the Sagnac
effect for waves of unlike nature in different frequency ranges.
The technical and technological aspects of FOG development
will not be discussed below.

2. The Sagnac effect

We begin our review with a brief excursion to the history of
the Sagnac effect (see Refs [26 ± 31]). Consider a closed circuit
which rotates about an axis normal to its plane. The heart of
the Sagnac effect which underlies the operation of optical
gyroscopes is that the difference in phase incursions
j� ÿ jÿ � FS of two light waves travelling in the closed
circuit in opposite directions (Fig. 1a) is proportional to the
angular rotational velocity O and the area S of the circuit
traced by the counterpropagating waves. The idea that the
effect may exist was originally proposed by O Lodge in 1893
[32]; also, he was the first to obtain an expression for the phase
difference of the counterpropagating waves

FS � 8pS
lc

O ; �1�

where l is the light wavelength, and c is the speed of light.
In the case when the circuit is a circle with the diameter R

and perimeter L � 2pR, the relationship between the phase
difference and the rotational velocity can also be represented
in the following form

FS � 4pRL
lc

O � 8p2R2

lc
O � 2L2

lc
O : �2�

In 1904, Michelson [33] also obtained expression (1)
independently of Lodge. The first experiments were
launched by F Harress in 1909 ± 1911 employing a prism
ring interferometer 40 cm in diameter located on a rotating
stage, whose rotational velocity amounted to 600 revolutions
per minute [34]. The light source was a mercury arc lamp
powered by a current of 20 A. Red and green light filters were
placed in turn at the lamp output. The shift of interference
fringes in rotating the stage in the opposite directions, which
was recorded with a photographic plate, was attributed by
Harress not to the rotation, but to the effect of entrainment of
light by a rotating prism glass. He believed that without the
optical medium the interferometer rotation would not have
resulted in the interference fringe shift.

Deliberate experiments on measuring the influence of
rotation on the phase difference of counterpropagating
waves were first conducted by G Sagnac in 1913 [35, 36],
and the effect observed was justly named for its discoverer. In
Sagnac's experiment the advantage was taken of amirror ring

interferometer measuring 0.5 m for a base rotational velocity
of 50 ± 140 rpm. The radiation source was an incandescent
lamp, the light at its output being polarized with a Nicol
prism. A comparison of the photographs of the interference
pattern at the output of the interferometer rotating in the
opposite directions allowed a determination of the phase
difference arising in the rotation and, hence, a determination
of the angular velocity O of the object to which the
interferometer was attached. The integral of the phase
difference taken over the duration of rotation permitted one
to determine the rotation angle of the object. It is pertinent to
note that Sagnac was the first to propose exploiting this effect
for the purposes of gyroscopy and navigation [37]. The
experiment to reveal the rotation of the Earth with the aid of
the Sagnac effect was first accomplished by A Michelson,
H Gale, and F Pearson in 1925 [38, 39]. They compared the
phase difference of the counterpropagating waves in a
rectangular interferometer measuring 630 m by 340 m and in
an interferometer one side of which coincided with a side of
the first interferometer, while the area was close to zero. The
light propagated through steel tubes 30 cm in diameter from
which the air was evacuated to a pressure of 12 Torr. In these
experiments use was made of an arc light source excited by a
25-A current. The phase difference related to the rotation of
the Earth was visually measured from the difference in
location of the interference fringes taken from two inter-
ferometers. The measurement was made 269 times by
different people and with replacement of the specular
reflectors. Upon averaging, the figure arrived at was
0.236 fringe �0:002 fringe, which coincided, to a high degree
of accuracy, with the value calculated from the Earth
rotation. The project was financially supported primarily by
the University of Chicago and cost 17.5 thousand dollars.
This experiment actually made a start on optical navigational
gyroscopy, i.e. gyroscopy which determines the latitude of a
place by measuring the rotational velocity of the Earth.
Subsequent optical experiments were aimed at elucidating
the influence of the medium on the phase difference in the
rotation, which is discussed in considerable detail in the
reviews [26 ± 28, 30, 31] and the review section of Ref. [40].
The suggestions for measuring the rotational velocity from
the shift of resonance frequencies for oppositely directed
waves in passive ring resonators were made at a substantially
later time [41] (see Fig. 2a).
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Figure 1. Ring Sagnac interferometer: (a) discrete version [(1) radiation

source, (2) photodetector, (3) reflectors, (4) beam splitter], and (b) all-fiber

version [(1) radiation source, (2) photodetector, (3) multiturn fiber circuit,

(4) fiber beam splitter, (5) phase modulator].
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Apart from the optical range, by now the Sagnac
effect has been recorded in the radio frequency range [1],
the X-ray range [42], and for de Broglie waves of material
particles: neutrons [43], electrons [40], and calcium [44],
sodium [45], and caesium [46] atoms. Furthermore, the
Sagnac effect was considered for the interference of counter-
propagating surface acoustic and magnetostatic waves [47,
48], and de Broglie waves of p-mesons [49]. We note that the
sensitivity of measuring the angular rotational velocity in
these interferometers should be significantly higher than in
FOGs, since the de Broglie wavelengths of atoms and
elementary particles are many orders of magnitude shorter
than the light wavelength. In particular, even in the first
experiments on atomic sodium interferometers [45], the
sensitivity was equal to 0.6 deg hÿ1, and to 0.004 deg hÿ1 for
atomic caesium interferometers [46].

In the general case, the Sagnac effect should be treated in
the context of the general theory of relativity (GTR).
However, when the rotation is uniform and it is possible to
neglect the space curvature caused by gravitation, the results
of Sagnac effect calculations performed in the context of the
GTR and in the context of the special theory of relativity
(STR) coincide [50, 51]. In the framework of the STR, the
Sagnac effect is a consequence of the relativistic law of
velocity composition Ð the linear velocity of interferometer
rotation and the phase velocities of counterpropagating
waves [48, 52]. The expression for FS obtained in the
framework of the STR is of the form [28, 48, 50 ± 52]

FS � 8pSO

lc�1ÿ R2O2=c2�1=2
K : �3�

In the general case, the coefficient K is defined in relation to
the mutual motion of the medium, the reflectors, the light
source, and the detector and may contain the effective
refractive index of the medium and its dispersion [28, 31, 48,
52]. When the light source, the detector, the medium, and the
reflectors are placed on a rotating platform, K � 1 and,
hence, FS is independent of the refractive index and material
dispersion [48, 52].

We emphasize that there exist a variety of papers in the
scientific literature wherein the relationship betweenFS andO
is derived on the basis of mistaken concepts, including the
nonrelativistic law of velocity composition, theDoppler effect
for counterpropagating waves incident on the mirrors that
move during rotation, etc. The fallacies made by different
authors were analyzed in detail in Ref. [52].

Here are the main c o n c l u s i o n s of this section:
Ð the Sagnac effect is a consequence of the relativistic law

of velocity composition, and
Ðwhen all elements of the ring interferometer are located

on a rotating platform, the phase difference of counter-
propagating waves is independent of the refractive index
and material dispersion.

3. Optical gyroscopy harnessing
the Sagnac effect

Optical gyroscopy made its appearance in addition to
mechanical gyroscopy which takes advantage of the property
of rotating bodies to retain the spatial direction of the
rotation axis. This makes it possible to determine the
rotation angle of an object relative to the axis of a gyroscope
in the gimbal mount. Among the factors that favor the
development of optical gyroscopy are the quest to reduce
the volume andmass of the instruments, the quest to lower the
total cost of navigation systems, and also the effort to shorten
their readiness time.

Figure 1a is a schematic of a classical ring interferometer
built around discrete elements. It is noteworthy that there
exists one more version of optical gyroscopy with the use of a
passive ring resonator proposed by A Rosenthal [41] in 1962,
which was first implemented around discrete elements in 1978
[53] (Fig. 2a).

Laser gyroscopy became one of the branches of optical
gyroscopy based on the Sagnac effect. It takes advantage of
the following fact: when two counterpropagating waves are
generated in a laser with a ring resonator, their phase
difference associated with rotation is transformed to a
difference in oscillation frequencies of the counterpropagat-
ing waves:

DnS � FS
c

L
;

which carries the information about the rotation. The idea of
laser gyroscopy was put forward, like that of a passive ring
resonator, by A Rosenthal [41] in 1962. The development of
laser gyroscopy, which was initiated in 1963 [54], has its own
history and scores big successes. Its physical and technical
aspects are the concern of reviews [55 ± 59]. To date, several
companies are known to have launched the batch production
of laser gyroscopes. Among the best-known foreign compa-
nies mention should be made of Honeywell, Litton, Sperry,
etc., and among the Russian manufacturers we mention
M F Stel'makh Scientific-Industrial Association NPO
`Polyus' (Moscow). The sensitivity of modern navigation
laser gyroscopes is at the level of 0.01 ± 0.001 deg hÿ1. Laser
gyroscopes are used as navigation instruments on submar-
ines, rockets, and airplanes, including American airplanes of
the Boeing Co. Furthermore, there are known unique
laboratory laser gyroscopes with a higher sensitivity
(0.00005 deg hÿ1) [60 ± 63], which are employed for the
solution of basic problems, in particular, to measure the
degree of nonuniformity of the Earth rotation associated
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Figure 2. Resonance ring Sagnac interferometer: (a) discrete version

[(1) radiation source, (2) photodetector, (3) reflectors, (4) beam splitter,

(5) partially transmitting reflector], and (b) all-fiber version [(1) radiation

source, (2) photodetector, (3) multiturn fiber circuit, (4) fiber beam

splitter, (5) fiber reflector].
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with the influence of the Moon and other celestial bodies and
also with the effect of tectonic mass displacements in the
Earth's crust. The monolithic block resonators of these laser
gyroscopes, whose perimeter amounts to 3 m and more, are
made of a material with a very low thermal expansion
coefficient. These lasers are operated in shafts to obviate
acoustic vibrations and temperature drops. In our review we
deal with passive optical gyroscopy which does not harness
lasing.

Using a multiturn coil permits the enhancement of the
Sagnac effect in proportion to the fiber length, i.e. to the
number of turns in the circuit, with little or no changes in
device dimensions. In a multiturn circuit, the expression for
the phase difference FS of counterpropagating waves can be
represented in several equivalent forms

FS � 8pNs

lc
O � 4pRL

lc
O � 8p2R2N

lc
O � 2L2

lcN
O ; �4�

where s � pR2 is the area of one turn, N is the number of
turns, R is the radius of a turn, and L � 2pRN is the overall
length of the multiturn coil. The device dimensions are
determined primarily by the coil diameter (2R) and height.
The latter in due course depends on the fiber length and the
outer diameter of the fiber cladding (� 200 mm), the number
of turns and winding layers and is, as a rule, substantially
smaller than the diameter. A comparison of expressions (1),
(2), and (4) shows that the sensitivity increases as the square of
the total fiber length in a single-turn circuit (N � 1), and in
proportion to the total length in a multiturn circuit. There-
fore, the highest sensitivity for a given fiber length can be
obtained only with the use of a single-turn circuit.

It is pertinent to note that not only single-mode, but also
multimode low-loss optical fibers had not been fabricated by
the moment AWallace was granted a patent for the invention
of a fiber-optic gyroscope [2]. This idea was forgotten for
some time, the more so as the year of 1963 saw the realization
of the idea of a laser gyroscope. The idea of a fiber gyroscope
was put forward for the second time ten years later, in 1968
[64]. By that time the developers of laser gyroscopes had run
into several difficulties associated with the necessity of using
devices to bring the operating point out of the locking band of
counterpropagating waves for low rotational velocities and
with a variety of unwanted effects, including nonlinear
(diffraction, polarization), magnetic, and some other effects,
on the frequency difference of counterpropagating waves. It
was not long before considerable progress was made in the
fabrication of low-loss single-mode fibers (SMFs), in master-
ing the technology of welding fibers, and in the development
of components of optical sensors (beam splitters, polarizers,
phase modulators, etc.). The absence of active elements, low
radiation-damage susceptibility, small energy consumption,
and low dimensions of fiber gyroscopes engendered the
confidence that it would not be long till fiber ring inter-
ferometers (FRIs) underlay the development of simple,
inexpensive, and compact medium-precision gyroscopes
with the prospect of developing the navigation gyroscopes
with a precision of better than 0.01 deg hÿ1. However, about
ten years passed from the first demonstration of the principle
[3], which dates to 1976, to the development of a prototype,
and no less than 15 years to the batch production of fiber
gyroscopes. This is because both the physical and technical
problems arose in the path of designing these devices,
requiring the above period of time to be overcome. It is

pertinent to note that no less than 15 years were also spent
before the concept of a laser gyroscope was embodied in its
batch production. But even at the present time it is invalid to
say that all the problems of both laser gyroscopy and fiber
gyroscopy harnessing the Sagnac effect have been completely
solved.

The main c o n c l u s i o n s of this section are as
follows. Sagnac-effect optical gyroscopy is realized in three
versions:

active version Ð a ring laser, in which rotation brings
about a difference in laser frequencies of the counterpropa-
gating waves, and

passive versions: a fiber ring interferometer, where rota-
tion results in the phase difference of counterpropagating
waves (I-FOG in the English-language literature), and a
passive ring fiber (or integral) resonator, where rotation
gives rise to an eigenfrequency difference and a phase
difference of counterpropagating waves close to the reso-
nance (R-FOG in the English-language literature).

4. Fiber gyroscopy employing
ring interferometers

4.1 Lines of development of fiber gyroscopy
Fiber gyroscopy based on the Sagnac effect took two paths
distinguished by employing resonance and nonresonance
interference schemes. At the heart of interference nonreso-
nance FOG schemes lies the traditional fiber ring Sagnac
interferometer (FRI), in which themeasurements are taken of
the phase difference of counterpropagating waves bypassing
around the circuit once (Fig. 1b). In resonance schemes,
advantage is taken of a passive multipass optical ring
resonator (Fig. 2b), wherein the measurements are made of
the rotation-induced shift of resonance frequencies of the
counterpropagating waves or their phase difference in the
neighborhood of resonance [23]. We emphasize that the shift
of resonance frequencies DnS related to the Sagnac effect does
not depend on the length of a multiturn resonance circuit, but
depends only on the circuit radius, since DnS � FS � c=L and
FS is, in accordance with expression (4), proportional to the
circuit length and radius. Increasing the circuit length, where
it is not associated with losses, leads to a growth of the circuit
Q and accordingly to a reduction of the resonator bandwidth
(DnS � 1=L). This may increase precision in the determina-
tion of the difference of resonance frequencies or phase
difference of the counterpropagating waves in the vicinity of
resonance. For several reasons, the resonance FOG has been
considerably less studied to date and has not reached the stage
of batch production. A consideration of different physical
reasons for the lowering of its precision is the subject of a
special study and does not come within the province of the
present work. Our review is concerned with the investigations
of a nonresonance FOG built around an FRI scheme with a
single-mode fiber; the former is most widespread and has
been brought to the stage of batch production.

In due time an effort was mounted to develop FRIs
around inexpensive multimode fiber-optic waveguides [65 ±
67] and also around irregular fibers in which single-mode
segments alternate randomly with the few-mode ones [68, 69].
As shown by Andreev et al. [70], even an insignificant
departure from the single-mode pattern results in the
occurrence of an additional unstable phase difference of the
counterpropagating waves at the FRI output. At a later time
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this research was terminated. At present, the circuit winding is
made only of single-mode fibers Ð isotropic or anisotropic.
In the latter case there is a significant difference in refractive
indices for the two orthogonal axes.

The simplest schematic of an FRI is shown in Fig. 1b. The
fiber circuit comprises a multiturn coil with the fiber ranging
from several hundred meters to several kilometers in length,
depending on the purpose of the gyroscope. A beam splitter
4Ðan analogue of a beam-splitting plate in discrete opticsÐ
may be welded or polished. In a weld-fabricated beam
splitter, two fibers are brought close together for a length of
� 1 cm owing to heating and stretching in such a way that the
optical field from one fiber penetrates the other one to the
requisite degree. Then, the fibers are welded together in an
electric arc discharge. The polished beam splitter consists of
two quartz plates in whichP-shaped cuts are milled along the
surface, with the cut depth increasing towards the plate edges.
The fibers are glued into the cuts. Then, the plates are
polished to approach the fiber light-guiding core so that the
optical field mutually penetrates from one fiber into the other
on gluing the plates together, i.e. beam splitting occurs. The
signal from the FRI output arrives at a photodetector whose
electric current is proportional to the number of incident
radiation photons, i.e. the radiation intensity. The photo-
detector is therefore a quadratic detector of the optical field.
When the interference condition is fulfilled, the photocurrent
i at the interferometer output is written in the simplest case as

i �
�
E� exp

�
i

�
ot� FS

2

��
� Eÿ exp

�
i

�
otÿ FS

2

���2
� ��E���2 � ��Eÿ��2 � ��E�����Eÿ�� cosFS � 2I�1� cosFS� ;

�5�

where o � 2pn, and n is the optical frequency; E�, Eÿ are the
electric field vectors of the counterpropagating waves at the
interferometer output; I � jE�j2 � jEÿj2, and FS is the phase
difference of the counterpropagating waves, which is related
to the rotational velocity, the fiber length, and the number of
turns of the fiber circuit through expressions (4).

The main c o n c l u s i o n s of this section are as
follows. An FOG can be made on the basis of an FRI as
well as a fiber ring resonator. At the same time, an FRI can
underlie not only FOGs, but also the instruments for
measuring other physical effects (see Section 8). Therefore,
the FOG and FRI concepts do not necessarily coincide.

4.2 Methods for maximizing
the sensitivity of fiber gyroscopes
The signal recorded at the interferometer output is, according
to expression (5), proportional to the cosine of the phase
difference. Hence, the scheme in Figs 1a and 1b will exhibit a
low sensitivity to rotation and will be insensitive to the sense
(sign) of rotation for rotational velocities at which FS is close
to 0 or np (see Fig. 3a). That is why one of the first problems of
fiber gyroscopy was the problem of obtaining a constant
coefficient of proportionality between the angular rotational
velocity and the output signal over a wide range of angular
velocities.

One of themost obvious ways of sensitivitymaximization,
including that for a low rotational velocity, is to shift the
operating point to a steep portion of the interference signal
dependence on the phase difference of counterpropagating

waves (Fig. 3a). Different suggestions were discussed in the
scientific literature concerning the shift of the operating
point to a steep portion: thanks to an additional nonreci-
procal phase, or by mounting the instrument on a rotating or
vibrating stage, or with the aid of a nonreciprocal phase
element on the basis of the Faraday effect [71] (see
Section 5.5). Subsequently, to measure the phase difference
of counterpropagating waves for low angular velocities the
advantage was taken of the splitting of counterpropagating-
wave frequencies [72, 73] employing discrete [74] or fiber [75]
acousto-optical modulators and the measurement of the
interference signal phase at the difference frequency employ-
ing synchronous detection. The suggestions were also made
that the FRI operating point can be shifted by using the
nonlinear optical Kerr effect (see Section 5.6), when the
counterpropagating-wave intensities are different [76, 77], or
through the use of a special 3� 3 splitter at the FRI input to
produce an initial phase difference of counterpropagating
waves [78 ± 80]; the wave front mismatch of counterpropa-
gating waves [81]; the polarization nonreciprocity (see
Section 5.3) by virtue of turning the axes of linear
anisotropy of the SMF circuit at the FRI input in the
presence of a circularly polarized radiation component [82],
and also with the aid of losses in the input beam splitter [83].
However, all the above-enumerated techniques of reaching
the maximum sensitivity have not found practical use.

The most fruitful method among a wide range of
proposed methods is that of asymmetric phase modulation
effected at one of the ends of the fiber coil [84, 85]. Notice that
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Figure 3. (a) Photocurrent i (output intensity) of a fiber ring interferometer

(FRI) as a function of the phase difference FS of counterpropagating

waves. (b) Scheme for obtaining the rotation-generated signal in the

modulation measuring technique (Fm and Om are the amplitude and

frequency of modulation, respectively, and t is the time); for FS � 0, the

signal retains only even harmonics of the modulation frequency. (c) The

same as in Fig. 3b, but for FS 6� 0; in the output signal there appear odd

harmonics of the modulation frequency Om. (d) Modulation (compensa-

tion) technique for measuring the Sagnac phase with the use of double

phase modulation at a high frequencyOm1 with an amplitudeFm1 and at a

low frequencyOm2 with an amplitudeFm2; measurements aremade inFm2

for Fm2 � FS, which is the case when the output signal at the frequency

Om1 vanishes [i��Om1� � 0].
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this idea was first put forward in DMcLaughlin's patent for a
ring interferometer based on discrete elements [86] as early as
1965. The phase modulation in the fiber interferometer is
accomplished with the aid of either a piezoceramic modula-
tor, or an integrated-optical modulator. In the piezoceramic
modulator, a small fraction of the circuit fiber is wound
around the piezoceramics, which is most often cylindrical in
shape. The fiber length and thereby the transmitted radiation
phase change under the influence of electric voltage applied to
the ceramics. In the integrated-optical modulator, advantage
is taken of the refractive index dependence for the planar-
optical-waveguide crystal material (LiNbO3) on the applied
a.c. voltage. For an asymmetric position of the modulator in
the fiber circuit, one wave passes through the modulator at
entry into the circuit, and the other at exit, i.e. in a time
t � nL=c (where n is the refractive index of the fiber light-
guiding core) taken to travel the entire length L of the fiber
circuit. The result is that the modulation phase of one wave
differs from the modulation phase of the counterpropagating
wave by a value of Omt, where Om is the circular modulation
frequency. In this case, the interference signal is written in the
form

i� I
h
1� cos

ÿ
FS � Fm cosOmtÿ Fm cos�Omt� Omt�

�i
� I

�
1� cos

�
FS � 2Fm sin

�
Omt
2

�
sin

�
Omt� Omt

2

���
:

�6�
We employ the Bessel functions to expand the expression

for the photocurrent (6) in terms of the harmonics of the
modulation frequency to obtain the following result for the
photocurrent

i � 2I

�
1� J0

�
2Fm sin

Omt
2

��
cosFS

� 4IJ1

�
2Fm sin

Omt
2

�
sinFS cos

�
Om

�
tÿ t

2

��
� 4IJ2

�
2Fm sin

Omt
2

�
cosFS cos

�
2Om

�
tÿ t

2

��
� . . . ;

�7�

where J0, J1, and J2 are the corresponding-order Bessel
functions of the first kind. The photocurrent i is the sum of
harmonics whose amplitudes depend on the intensity I of
counterpropagating waves and the values of the Bessel
functions in which the argument is defined by the quantity
2Fm sin�Omt=2�.

Therefore, the photocurrent i depends on the amplitude
Fm and frequency Om of phase modulation and on the time t
defining the delay of modulation of one wave relative to the
counterrunning one. In the absence of rotation one has
FS � 0, and the output photocurrent contains only even
harmonics of the modulation frequency (Fig. 3b). In the
presence of rotation or any other nonreciprocal phase
difference, there appear odd harmonics of the modulation
frequency as well (Fig. 3c). To measure the rotational
velocity, as a rule, advantage is taken of the first harmonic
of the modulation frequency, whose amplitude depends,
according to expression (7), on the value of the first-order
Bessel function and the value of sinFS and, hence, changes
sign on changing the sense of rotation. This dependence is
shown in Fig. 4 for different rotational velocities. One can see
from the figure that the amplitude of the first harmonic of the

modulation frequency has a peak corresponding to the
maximum of the first-order Bessel function. As a rule, this
value of the modulation amplitude is selected as the working
one. At present, the technique of asymmetric phase modula-
tion [85, 87, 88] is employed in the majority of fiber
gyroscopes. For measurements over a wide velocity range,
compensation techniques are particularly attractive, which
automatically produce a signal compensating for the rotation
signal in their operation. In this case, the rotational velocity is
measured from the magnitude of the compensating signal. To
produce the compensating signal, in some cases additional
low-frequency phase modulation is taken into consideration
[88]. The principle of the double phase modulation technique
is presented in Fig. 3d. The low-frequency modulation,
typically in the form of a meander, is performed along with
the sinusoidal, high-frequency one. The receiver rejects one
low-frequency half-period [87, 88]. The rotational velocity is
determined from the value of a low-frequency amplitude at
which the first high-frequency harmonic vanishes.

Among the techniques that allow an expansion of the
velocity measurement range is the technique which involves
measuring the entire set of harmonics of the modulation
frequency in the photocurrent. This permits the phase shift to
be measured even though the first-harmonic amplitude may
vanish. Furthermore, there exist well-known techniques for
measuring the rotational signal whereat use is made of
electro- or acousto-optical devices to produce a frequency
difference of the counterrunning waves with subsequent
measurement of the phase of the difference-frequency signal.
These issues will be additionally considered in Section 6.

5. Sources of additional nonreciprocity
in fiber gyroscopes

Experimental FRI research revealed the appearance of
additional signals at the interferometer output, which are
identical with the rotation signal but not related to rotation.

i 1
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2
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Figure 4. Amplitude of the first harmonic of the interference signal i1 as a

function of the amplitude Fm of phase modulation for three values of the

Sagnac phase: FS1 (curve 1); FS2 (curve 2), and FS3 (curve 3)

(FS1 < FS2 < FS3 < p=2).
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Signals of this kind were not observed in classical Sagnac
experiments. In the course of development of fiber gyroscopy,
a considerable effort was mounted to determine the under-
lying physical causes and the means to eliminate these signals.
These studies showed that the sources of additional signals
may be divided into several groups. Effects related to the
scattering and reflection of light in the fiber circuit fall into the
first group. The second group incorporates the effect of
polarization nonreciprocity (PN) related to the asymmetric
arrangement (noncommutativity) of anisotropic elements
relative to the middle of the fiber circuit or their orientation
or the anisotropic fiber properties. Among the effects of the
third group are those associated with locally reciprocal
transient changes of the fiber parameters in their excitation
asymmetrically relative to the middle of the fiber circuit. The
fourth group encompasses properly nonreciprocal effects,
such as the Faraday effect, the Fresnel ± Fizeau effect, and
some others. The effects caused by the nonlinear optical Kerr
effect fall into the fifth group. And finally, the effects of
special (STR) and general (GTR) relativity theories make up
the sixth group.

Let us consider in greater detail the causes for the
occurrence of additional signals, whose instability may have
a profound influence on the characteristics of fiber gyro-
scopes.

5.1 Additional signals as a consequence of the coherence
of radiation sources
In the first FOGs [3, 4, 85], the function of a radiation
source was fulfilled by a He-Ne laser with a wavelength of
0.63 mm, which is a source of coherent monochromatic
radiation. That is why among the first effects discovered
was the effect related to the coherence of the laser radiation
sources employed, which did not show up in classical
Sagnac experiments. Back reflections [89, 90] and back-
ward scattering, including Rayleigh scattering [91 ± 94], in
the optical path of a fiber gyroscope produce an arbitrarily
phased additional signal unrelated to rotation. Under the
coherent addition to the useful signal, this gives rise to an
additional phase difference F1 of counterpropagating waves
at the FRI output. Furthermore, the reflections and the
scattering bring about a retroaction of the laser, and the
laser radiation turns out to be modulated in the frequency
of the phase modulator. This distorts the magnitude of the
output signal measured at the modulation frequency.
Different ways to suppress the back action on the laser
were discussed in the scientific literature, including the
placement of an optical isolator at the laser output and the
use of additional phase modulation at the laser output to
destroy the phase coupling between the radiation emanating
from the laser and that going from the interferometer back
to the laser [72, 73, 95].

However, the radical measure which eliminated the effect
of back reflections and backscattering on both the radiation
source and the signal being measured was the change-over
from monochromatic sources Ð lasers Ð to semiconductor
broadband superluminescence diodes (SLDs) Ð new-genera-
tion radiation sources with a high spectral intensity and a
short coherence length (10 ± 20 mm) [96]. In this case, the
signals scattered from different elements and different
segments of the fiber circuit do not interfere with the signals
that carry the information on rotation and do not change
their phase owing to the short coherence length. That is why
since the early 1980s SLDs came into use in lieu of lasers in

fiber gyroscopes [96]. We note that recently a start was made
on the employment of superfluorescence fiber sources on
active fibers (SFSs), which are characterized by a large
spectral width and significant radiation intensity [97 ± 99].
The demand for broadband radiation sources for fiber
gyroscopy led to the development of their production. This
in turn marked a new stage in the evolution of low-coherence
interferometry which had been in the background since the
advent of lasers. Low-coherence interferometry with new
radiation sources has gained acceptance in those fields of
optics that require separation of the signals originating from
different layers of an object. This opportunity emerges in the
sequential observation of the interference pattern from
different layers through varying the length of the interferom-
eter reference arm. The resolving power of this interferogram
is determined by the source coherence length and is equal to
about 10 mm for present-day SLDs. Along with fiber
gyroscopy, optical coherence tomography came to be one of
the most promising fields of low-coherence fiber interfero-
metry [100]. The harnessing of tomography for medical
purposes makes it possible to obtain layer-by-layer inter-
ference patterns for the radiation scattered by a biological
tissue. This permits one to determine the internal tissue
structure up to a depth of 2 mm with a resolution of
� 10 mm without disturbing the biological tissue under
investigation. This holds much significance for noninvasive
diagnostics of tissue pathologies and for the statement of
diagnosis.

The main c o n c l u s i o n of this section is as follows:
the use of nonmonochromatic radiation practically obviates
the problem arising from the influence of reflected and
scattered radiation on the phase of the FRI output signal.

5.2 Techniques for calculating additional signals
The employment of SLDs obviated only a part of the
problems brought about by the appearance of additional
signals at the FRI output that are not related to rotation.
There arose a demand for analyzing and calculating FRI
schemes to derive the complete picture of possible nonreci-
procal effects in the interference signal. The Jones matrix
method [101 ± 110] proved to be the most popular and
convenient way of calculating the FRI schemes containing
single-mode anisotropic fiber and anisotropic elements. This
method is commonly employed to determine the variations of
a polarization state and the phase of light in its transmission
through optical systems containing a sequence of anisotropic
optical elements. In the context of the Jones matrix method,
the light polarization state at a given point in space is
described by a complex vector, while its transformation by
an anisotropic element (or a combination of anisotropic
elements) is described by a linear operator. In a Cartesian
coordinate system, this operator is represented with a 2-by-
2 Jones matrix. To every anisotropic element there corre-
sponds a matrix of its own. To derive the resultant matrix for
the sequence of FRI anisotropic elements, recourse is made to
a standard procedure [111] to transform thematrices of all the
elements to a common coordinate system with their subse-
quent multiplication in the order corresponding to the order
of their transmission by each of the two counterrunning
waves. Multiplying the matrices gives the resultant matricesbM� and bMÿ of the FRI for the oppositely directed waves.
Employing the Jones matrix method enables one to collect in
a general form information on the occurrence of additional
signals at the FRI output. The Jones matrices of an FRI are
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written as

bM� � M�
11 M�

12

M�
21 M�

22

���� ���� ; bMÿ � Mÿ
11 Mÿ

12

Mÿ
21 Mÿ

22

���� ���� : �8�

The expressions for the FRI matrix elements depend on the
fiber parameters and the elements of a specific scheme. These
expressions in concrete cases can be found in Refs [82, 112 ±
120].

In the absence of nonreciprocal effects (rotation,magnetic
field, etc.), a fiber ring interferometer must satisfy the
conditions of the traditional reciprocity theorem [121, 122],
which are written in the following form for the elements of the
Jones matrices [123]:

M�
11 �Mÿ

11 ; M�
22 �Mÿ

22 ; M�
12 �Mÿ

21 ; M�
21 �Mÿ

12 :

�9�
We prescribe in complex form the column vector of the

electric field of the light wave at the FRI input as

A � Ax

Ay exp�ic�
���� ����

(where c is the phase difference of the orthogonal compo-
nents of the electric field) to obtain the following matrix
equation for the field vectors E� and Eÿ of counterpropagat-
ing waves at the FRI output:

E� � bM�A ; Eÿ � bMÿA : �10�

By solving these equations for both propagation direc-
tions with the aid of the elements of the Jones matrix we
obtain the vector field components of the counterpropagating
waves at the FRI output:

E�x �M�
11Ax �M�

12Ay exp�ic� ;
E�y �M�

21Ax �M�
22Ay exp�ic� ;

Eÿx �Mÿ
11Ax �Mÿ

12Ay exp�ic� ;
�11�

Eÿy �Mÿ
12Ax �Mÿ

22Ay exp�ic� :
The interference signal at the FRI output is of the form

U � E�x E
ÿ�
x � E�y E

ÿ�
y . Notice that the quantityU is the trace

of the coherence matrix of the counterpropagating waves in
the FRI [107, 110]. The signal recorded by the photodetector
at the output is determined by the value of ReU, and the
nonreciprocal phase difference F of counterpropagating
waves is given by the relationship

F � arctan

�
ImU

ReU

�
: �12�

The expressions for U, ReU, ImU, and F in the general
form, given in terms of FRI matrix elements, appear in Refs
[119, 120, 124]. An analysis of expression (12) for the phase
difference F at the FRI output shows that additional terms
unrelated to rotationmay be present in the general case, apart
from the terms determined by properly nonreciprocal effects
(the Sagnac, Faraday, and Fresnel ± Fizeau effects), for which
the FRI matrices do not meet the reciprocity conditions (9).
The instability of these additional terms during the gyroscope
operation can also influence the accuracy of rotation velocity

measurements. Strictly speaking, calculations by the Jones
matrix method can only be done for monochromatic
radiation. Nevertheless, with the use of the coherence matrix
this method may be applied to nonmonochromatic radiation
as well [82, 114 ± 118]. When applying the numerical simula-
tion technique, calculations of the output signal for broad-
band radiation sources are performed by the Jones matrix
method for a finite number of spectral components. The
interval between the components is determined by the path
length and the birefringence of the FRI SMF circuit, and their
number by the radiation source bandwidth. The resultant
signal is obtained by summation over all wavelengths [125 ±
128].

Here is the main c o n c l u s i o n of this section: the
Jones matrix method represents an adequate method for
calculating the signal at the FRI output for monochromatic
and broadband radiation sources, which finds applications
both in analytical calculations and in numerical simulation of
the output signal.

We now turn to a more detailed consideration of the
sources of additional signals at the FRI output.

5.3 Polarization nonreciprocity:
causes of its occurrence and ways of elimination
The effect of polarization nonreciprocity, which was observed
even in the first experimental FRI investigations in 1976 [3],
turned out to be the least evident effect unrelated to rotation
in FRIs. This effect had not been previously recorded in ring
interferometers utilizing discrete optical elements. It came as
a surprise to researchers, for it emerged in FRIs even when
their characteristics satisfied the traditional classical recipro-
city theorem [121 ± 123]. It was not long before this effect was
interpreted independently byG Schiffner et al. [129], RUlrich
and M Johnson [130], and V N Logozinski|̄ [131] (see also
Ref. [132]). Aswas revealed in the course of investigations, the
emergence of this effect is conditioned by the difference of
polarizations of counterpropagating waves at the FRI out-
put, which arises despite the fact that their polarizations at the
FRI input are similar, because the oppositely directed waves
are excited from a common channel. The difference in
polarizations at the output is related to the fact that the
sequence of passages through the anisotropic elements of the
circuit is different for oppositely directed waves. This implies
that the commutativity conditions relative to the middle of
the fiber circuit are not fulfilled for the elements [119, 120].
This signifies the inequality of the off-diagonal elements of
the FRI Jones matrix (M12 6�M21) and the occurrence of
additional phase nonreciprocity (F2). Such a phenomenon
has come to be known as polarization nonreciprocity or, more
precisely, as the polarization phase nonreciprocity of counter-
propagating waves.

By now the concept of the `FRI polarization nonrecipro-
city' has become firmly established in the terminology of
papers on fiber gyroscopy. It is noteworthy that the polariza-
tion nonreciprocity effects are in a sense `virtual' or `hidden',
because revealing them requires the presence of an additional
phase difference. This phase difference can be obtained due to
a noncoincidence of the fronts in the interference of counter-
propagating waves at the output, or due to traditional
nonreciprocity effects like the Sagnac, Faraday, and Fres-
nel ± Fizeau effects, or under additional counterpropagating-
wave phase modulation asymmetric relative to the middle of
the circuit, which is employed in the majority of fiber
gyroscope schemes to obtain the information on rotation.
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An analysis showed [119, 120] that the FRI interference signal
(ReU) in the absence of these prerequisites does not carry
information about the nonreciprocal phase related to the
difference in polarizations of the counterpropagating waves
at the output, because the variation of phase is compensated
for by the change in amplitude of the interference signal. The
researchers who were first to discover the PN effect [3, 4, 133]
were fortunate in the sense that the experiments at the initial
stage of an FRI development were conducted on semidiscrete
schemes, with the additional phase occurring due to the front
difference of the interfering waves.

The first PN investigators proposed two different ways of
eliminating phase nonreciprocity. The first is based on using
two identical linear polarizers with similar orientations of
their transmission axes, placed at the ends of the fiber circuit
[129, 131, 132]. The secondmade use of two similarly oriented
identical linear polarizers placed after the radiation source
and in front of the photodetector [130]. In 1980, Ulrich [85]
came up with a third wayÐ the so-called `minimal scheme' of
an FRI, which has the advantage, over the previous two, that
it comprises only one polarizer located between two beam
splitters in the circuit (Fig. 5). When the radiation is
transmitted through the polarizer in the forward and back-
ward directions, its transmission axis is automatically
oriented in a similar way, and therefore the `minimal
scheme' of an FRI dispenses with the need for a polarizer
alignment. Yet another advantage of this scheme is the
measurement of the signal from an additional beam splitter
located at the FRI input, making it possible to eliminate the
influence of the phase characteristics of the beam splitters on
the phase difference of counterpropagating waves. We note
that the interference signal at the circuit output carries
information about the phase difference between reflection
and transmission in the beam splitter located at the circuit
input, because one wave experiences two reflections and the
counterpropagating wave passes through the beam splitter
twice. The use of the `minimal scheme' of an FRI has gained
the widest acceptance in fiber gyroscopy.

In early papers (see, for instance, Ref. [85]), the polarizer
in the `minimal scheme' was assumed to reduce the polariza-
tion-nonreciprocity-induced phase shift at the FRI output in
proportion to the square of the polarizer coefficient of
extinction in the electric field amplitude e, because the
counterpropagating waves pass through the polarizer twice.
However, as was later shown by E Kintner [134], the
additional phase difference at the output contains terms
depending on e2 as well as on e. The interference terms on
the order of e arise from the products of the electric field
vector components for the input wave whose polarization
coincides with the polarizer transmission axis at the input and
is perpendicular to it at the output.

One of the causes of polarization nonreciprocity, in
particular, is associated with the rotation of SMF anisotropy
axes with respect to each other at the fiber coil ends (the
noncommutativity of anisotropy at the circuit ends) or with a
noncoincidence of anisotropy axes of the nonideal beam
splitter and the SMF axes at the circuit input. The non-
coincidence of the SMFaxes at the circuit endsmay take place
due to their dissimilar fixation or welding together with the
ends of an anisotropic beam splitter.

We note that the appearance of an additional phase
difference was also attributed in several papers [135 ± 137] to
the polarization plane rotation due to the Rytov effect [138 ±
141]. This effect, which is related to the topological features of
wave propagation through a mechanically unstressed iso-
tropic fiber wound in a nonplane (helical) manner around a
coil, depends on the winding pitch and is a manifestation of
the geometrical phase in optics, quite often referred to as the
Berry phase [142 ± 149]. The Rytov effect by itself is
reciprocal, which has been borne out by experiments [137].
That is why the winding pitch influence on the phase
difference of counterpropagating waves in an FRI can hardly
be attributed to the Rytov effect and the explanations given in
the scientific literature [135 ± 137] are likely to be wrong, the
more so as this phenomenon has not been found experimen-
tally [150].

As a simple example we consider an FRI (see Fig. 5)
designed according to the `minimal scheme' with one
polarizer and a superluminescence radiation source [85]. The
fiber circuit of length L is made of a fiber with a regular linear
birefringence. The anisotropy axes at the two circuit ends are
turned through the angles a1 and a2 with reference to the axes
of the laboratory coordinate system. In accordance with Refs
[113 ± 115, 119, 120], the expressions for the matrix elements
governing this scheme are written as

M11�ÿ
�
cosDbL

L

2
cos�a1 � a2� � i sinDbL

L

2
cos�a1 ÿ a2�

�
;

M22 � ÿ�M11�� ;

M12� ÿe
�
cosDbL

L

2
sin�a1 � a2� � i sinDbL

L

2
sin�a1 ÿ a2�

�
;

M12 � �M21�� ; �13�
where DbL � 2p=�lDnL� is the linear birefringence;
DnL � nx ÿ ny is the difference of the refractive indices in the
slow and fast SMF axes; l is the wavelength, and e is the in-
field polarizer extinction coefficient.

Substituting expressions (13) in formulas (11) we obtain
the expressions for counterpropagating wave fields at the
output. The result of interfering and the phase difference
essentially depend on the degree of coherence of the counter-
propagating waves that have travelled along the fast and slow
axes of the anisotropic fiber circuit (the two-channel prop-
erty). For an FRI with a superluminescence radiation source,
the waves that have travelled along the fast and slow axes
become incoherent and do not interfere, i.e. the two-channel
property is absent. In this case, the expression for the
nonreciprocal phase F0

2 is written as [114, 115]

F0
2 � arctan

�
ImU

ReU

�
� arctan

eAy sinc sin 2�a1 ÿ a2�
Ax

�
cos2�a1 ÿ a2� � cos2�a1 � a2�

� ; �14�
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Figure 5. `Minimal scheme' of an FRI: (1) radiation source, (2) photo-

detector, (3) fiber circuit, (4) beam splitters, (5) modulator, and

(6) polarizer.
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where Ax, Ay, and c are the amplitudes and the phase
difference of orthogonal radiation components at the FRI
input, while a1 and a2 are the angles defining the orientation
of SMF anisotropy axes at the circuit input and output with
respect to one of the axes of the preferred reference system.
From formula (14) it follows that the nonreciprocal phase
becomes zero in three cases. In the first case, the anisotropy
axes of the fiber ends are not turned (a1 � a2) and, therefore,
M12 �M21, and the FRI is polarization-reciprocal. In the
second case, the interferometer is polarization-nonreciprocal,
but there is no phase shift (c � 0) between the x and y
components of the electric field at the interferometer input.
In the third case, the electric field component orthogonal to
the polarizer transmission axis is absent (Ay�0) at the FRI
input. We note that the polarization of radiation at the FRI
input does not contain a circular component in the two last-
mentioned cases. Therefore, the absence of an additional
signal at the output does not necessarily testify to polarization
reciprocity.

The authors of Ref. [151] came up with an experimental
technique employing a rotating polarizer in front of the
photodetector, which allows a statement that the polariza-
tion nonreciprocity does or does not occur, this being so at
anymagnitude of the additional signal at the FRI output. The
suppression of polarization nonreciprocity effects with the
aid of a polarizer harnessing the dichroism which arises when
anisotropic fiber is steeply wound around a coil [152 ± 154]
was considered in Ref. [155]. Furthermore, there exist
polished polarizers with a specially deposited layer [156]
which are built around an SMF with a core displaced from
the fiber axial line (the so-called D fiber) [157], polarizers on
the basis of a mechanically stressed SMF [158], fiber
polarizers utilizing sodium pentaborate crystals [159], liquid
crystals [160], and crystals grown into the fiber cladding
[161 ± 163]. We note that the effective value of the extinction
coefficient of a polarizer in an FRI is limited by an
inconsistency between the lateral structure of SMF polariza-
tion eigenmodes and the corresponding polarization modes
of the polarizer [164 ± 166]. The idea of reducing the FRI zero
shift by way of incorporating two or more polarizers into the
scheme, which was considered in Refs [167, 168], has not
found practical use.

It is worth noting that polarization nonreciprocity can be
observed even in an FRI from a single-polarization SMF (i.e.
an SMF with a large dichroism wherein the second polariza-
tion mode experiences very strong losses in comparison with
the dominant one and can hardly propagate), when the
azimuths of linear anisotropy axes at the circuit ends do not
coincide and there exists a circular radiation component at
the FRI input (c 6� 0, Ay 6� 0), i.e. when the two-channel
property does not emerge [119]. A clear physical explanation
for the cause of polarization nonreciprocity in this case is as
follows: when the azimuths of SMF anisotropy axes immedi-
ately at the input ends of the FRI circuit do not coincide, the
counterpropagating waves can acquire an initial phase
difference in consequence of a nonsimultaneous excitation
of counterpropagating linearly polarized eigenmodes by the
circular component of an electric field of the input wave
rotating with a light frequency. In Ref. [169], a wrong opinion
was stated that PN cannot occur in an FRI with a circuit
made of a single-polarization SMF.

The torsional twist owing to mechanical stress, which is
producedwhen a fiber is wound around a coil [170 ± 174], may
give rise to induced circular birefringence and as a conse-

quence to the ellipticity of the SMF polarization eigenmodes.
In this case, the FRI PN also arises when the axes of eigen
polarization ellipses at different circuit inputs are turned with
respect to each other. However, the nonsimultaneous excita-
tion of elliptically polarized modes at different circuit ends
may take place both with a circular and linear polarization of
radiation at the FRI input [118, 175]. In the case when the
polarization eigenmodes of the SMF circuit of the FRI are
circularly polarized, under no state of radiation polarization
at the FRI input can PN take place [118, 175]. This is so
because the modes have no preferred azimuth and the
excitation of circularly polarized modes at both FRI circuit
inputs occurs simultaneously under arbitrary state of polar-
ization at the FRI input.

Therefore, the PN phenomenon can in some cases be
considered as a high-frequency nonstationarity (nonsimulta-
neity) in the excitation of counterpropagating waves at
different ends of an FRI circuit. The necessary condition for
the occurrence of PN in the FRI is a noncoincidence of the
azimuths of polarization eigenmodes at both ends of the
circuit and a noncoincidence of the polarization state of the
exciting electric field at the circuit input with either of them
[118, 175, 176].

It is noteworthy that another mechanism of polarization
nonreciprocity may exist when use is made of the laser
sources. The counterpropagating waves that have travelled
along the fast and slow axes of the anisotropic circuit fiber
remain coherent or partially coherent, and the noncoinci-
dence of the azimuths of the SMF anisotropy axes at the
circuit ends gives rise to the conditions for radiation
interference in orthogonal channels. Additional terms
related to the interference of coherent components of
orthogonal modes, i.e. to the two-channel property, can
appear in the signal at the FRI output. The phase of this
signal depends on the circuit length L and the magnitude of
birefringence, and it can therefore vary under mechanical
action on the fiber and temperature variations throughout the
length of the circuit fiber. This effect is not reflected in
expression (14) derived for a the low-coherence radiation
source. However, the presence of the two-channel property
alone does not result in the occurrence of PN.

In a number of papers, the placement of a depolarizer in
lieu of a polarizer or along with the polarizer was considered
with the aim to suppress the PN effects [96, 116, 117, 126, 127,
177 ± 188]. A depolarizer is an optical element at whose
output the radiation becomes practically depolarized. The
degree of residual polarization defines the depolarizer quality.
For broadband radiation, advantage is taken of a depolarizer
Ð `disperser', wherein depolarization is effected by producing
uncorrelated radiation of equal intensity in two orthogonal
linear anisotropy axes. In the simplest case, the function of a
depolarizer can be fulfilled by a linear phase plate or a
segment of anisotropic fiber [181] longer than the depolariza-
tion length LD, for which the radiation that has been
transmitted along the orthogonal anisotropy axes becomes
incoherent. The depolarization length is defined by the
relation

LD � l2

DlDn
;

where l is the wavelength, Dl is the spectral width of the
radiation source, and Dn is the difference of refractive indices
in the slow and fast axes of a phase plate or a fiber segment.
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The design of a Lyot depolarizer [189] is more complex; it
consists of two phase plates of different length with a linear
birefringence whose axes are turned by 45� with respect to
each other [190]. The fiber version of the Lyot depolarizer [23,
24, 177, 191 ± 194] involves two anisotropic fiber segments L1

and L2 with a 1:2 length ratio, which are connected in such a
way that the segment linear-anisotropy axes are turned
through 45�, and L1 > LD. One other condition should be
satisfied when using a depolarizer in an FRI:

L1Dnd > LDn ;

where L is the fiber length in the circuit, and Dnd, Dn are the
differences of fiber refractive indices of the depolarizer and
the circuit.

Figure 6 serves to illustrate the depolarizer operation as a
`dispersion' of pulses (whose length corresponds to the length
lc of a coherent wave train of a broadband radiation source)
along orthogonal anisotropy axes (Dl1 and Dl2). The
`dispersion' has the effect that the pulses (wave trains) in the
orthogonal axes become equal in intensity and incoherent at
the output of the second segment, because they do not overlap
within their length, i.e. within the coherence length. When
depolarizers are employed in an FRI scheme, their quantity,
location [96, 116, 117, 126, 127, 177, 178], and quality
determine the degree of suppression of polarization nonreci-
procity effects. The quality is defined by the degree of residual
polarization of radiation at the depolarizer output, which in
turn is determined by the coupling between orthogonal
polarization modes resulting from the inhomogeneities of
the depolarizer fiber [174, 177, 194 ± 198]. A version of a
continuous fiber depolarizer was proposed in Ref. [199],
wherein the turn of segment axes through 45� is effected
with the aid of a fiber polarization Lefevre controller [200]. In
the case when the depolarizer is located at the circuit input
and the radiation is transmitted through it twice, as shown in
Refs [117, 126, 127] the polarization may be restored in the
second transmission. To avoid it, advantage should be taken
of a depolarizer in which the lengths of the two segments
satisfy the relationship 2L1 ÿ L2 > L1, which is fulfilled, in
particular, for a length ratio L1 : L2 � 1 : 3.

We note that, along with the above depolarizer types,
descriptions of some other types can be found in the scientific
literature Ð both for nonmonochromatic [201 ± 204] and
monochromatic radiation. In depolarizers of the latter type,
the depolarization of radiation is effected through the action
of piezocontrollers [205 ± 208] on the fiber parameters, and
also with the aid of a stochastic switch for the radiation
polarization state [209].

In the foregoing we neglected the coupling between
polarization eigenmodes in the SMF circuit of an FRI.
There is good reason to set off and group together the PN
effects arising from random mode coupling. It is common
practice to characterize the coupling strength by the h
parameter [174, 195, 196, 210 ± 213] which defines the relative
fraction of the power transferred from one SMF polarization
eigenmode to the orthogonal mode over a fiber length of one
meter. The causes of random coupling between optical fiber
eigenwaves can be divided into natural, arising from the
Rayleigh scattering in the light-guiding core [91 ± 94], and
technical causes, stemming from the fiber production tech-
nology. Real optical fibers are dominated by the technical
causes. These include, in particular, random twists of fiber
anisotropy axes that emerge during fiber pulling from a work
stock, due to the fluctuations of transverse deformations
which do not coincide with anisotropy axes, and emerge
during protective coating, the fluctuations of the core
diameter, etc. As a consequence there occurs a coupling
between unperturbed orthogonal linearly polarized fiber
eigenmodes, whose dependence along the fiber length can be
represented as a random function

C�z� �
������������
exy�z�

q
;

where exy�z� is an off-diagonal element of dielectric suscept-
ibility tensor of the fiber material. Let us introduce the
parameter h which is the power spectral density G�DbL� of
the function of spatial distribution of the random coupling
between orthogonal modes over the fiber circuit length C�z�
at the spatial frequency of polarization beats DbL � 2p=Lb

(Lb � l=DnL is the length of polarization beats in an SMF).
The quantityG�DbL� � h is defined in terms of the correlation
function K�u� of the random coupling between orthogonal
modes C�z�. If it is assumed in accordance with Refs [174,
214 ± 217] that the random-coupling correlation coefficient is
of the form

K�u� � hC�z�C�z� u��

C 2�z�� � exp

�
ÿ u

hl i
�
; �15�

then for the spectral density we obtain

G�DbL�i � h � 2



C 2�z�� �1

0

K�u� cos �DbL� u du

� 2


C 2�z��hl i

1� Db2Lhl i2
: �16�

In a number of papers [126, 127, 174], the principal mode-
coupling mechanism is associated with random fiber twists
occurring at those stages of its pulling from the work stock
when the fiber has not yet solidified completely, which is in
reasonable agreement with available experimental data [218,
219]. According to this model, random twists are responsible
for the occurrence of induced circular birefringence, which is
randomly distributed in magnitude, sign, and spatial period,

45�
x

x
y

L1

L2

y

lc

Dl1 �
ctpL1

Dl2 �
ctpL2

Figure 6. Illustrating the operation of a fiber Lyot depolarizer [24]: (L1,L2)

lengths of depolarizer segments; (lc) radiation coherence length; (tp)
difference between the group velocities of light in the orthogonal

polarizations of an SMF linear birefringence; (Dl1, Dl2) optical path

differences for the orthogonal polarizations of radiation in the first and

second segments.
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and accordingly of weak ellipticity of fiber eigenmodes, the
ellipticity magnitude and sign varying randomly throughout
the fiber length. In this case, the coupling coefficient of
orthogonal modes is given by

C�z� � �1ÿ g� y�z� ;

where y�z� is the dependence of random twist of linear
birefringence axes on the fiber length, and g is the photo-
elasticity coefficient of the SMFmaterial. In accordance with
the model posed in Ref. [174], the quantity y (rad mÿ1) is
uniformly distributed over the interval [ÿymax, ymax] and



C 2�z�� � ��1ÿ g� ymax

�2
3

:

The length of random segments with a constant torsion obeys
the exponential distribution (15). The magnitude of mathe-
matical expectation hl i, equal to the nonuniformity correla-
tion length, depends on the technology and is equal, as a rule,
to � 2:5 cm [174]. This is significantly shorter than the fiber
depolarization length LD in the case of commonly employed
nonmonochromatic radiation sources. In this case, one finds



G�DbL�

� � h � 2
��1ÿ g� ymax

�2hl i
3
ÿ
1� Db2Lhl i2

� : �17�

We note that the regular torsion of an SMF with a linear
birefringence and a random twist of birefringence axes results
in a reduction of the h parameter [220, 221].

There are grounds to believe that the contribution to the
coupling between polarization modes from core diameter
fluctuations considered in Ref. [222], random fiber stresses,
and other factors responsible for the occurrence of random
mode coupling is significantly smaller than the contribution
from random twists.

We now turn to the consideration of the effect of random
coupling between polarization eigenmodes of the fiber, which
makes up the FRI circuit winding, on the polarization
nonreciprocity of the FRI.

The mode coupling can be interpreted as the existence of a
sequence of chaotically located elements in the fiber with
somewhat different anisotropy (torsion) parameters. In the
passage from one element to another this may result in the
radiation transfer from one anisotropy axis to the orthogonal
one on the neighboring element, i.e. to the coupling between
orthogonal modes. The chaotic location of the elements leads
to their noncommutativity with respect to the middle of the
circuit, to the inequality between the off-diagonal elements of
the Jones matrix of the FRI, and to the occurrence of PN.

We consider here the case

hL5 1 ;
���������
hLD

p
5 1 ; LD 4 hl i ;

which is typical of an FRI with a circuit from a strongly
anisotropic SMF and a superluminescence radiation source
having a circuit of lengthL4 1 km from an SMFwith a large
linear anisotropy (Dn � 10ÿ3ÿ10ÿ4). In this case, the exis-
tence of coupling has the effect that at the input FRI ends
within the depolarization length LD in each of the polariza-
tion modes there appear additional coherent components
transferred from the orthogonal mode, whose magnitude
and phase depend on the magnitude of the h parameter and
the length LD. The radiation transferred to the orthogonal

mode at the input is responsible for the occurrence of an
additional interference signalF 02 at the output. In the presence
of a polarizer with an extinction coefficient e, this signal is
equal to an order of magnitude to F 02 � 0:5e

���������
hLD

p
[114, 115].

Apart from the effect considered above, multiple coupling-
induced radiation transfers from one orthogonal mode to the
other throughout the circuit lengthL in the segments of length
LD mutually symmetric relative to the circuit middle prove to
be coherent and produce an additional coherent signal at the
output of the FRI scheme [114]:

F 002 � 0:5e2hLD

�������
L

LD

r
(the quantity L=LD is numerically equal to the number of
depolarization lengths contained in the circuit length). Note
that F 02 4F 002 .

In the case where the conditions

hL5 1 ;
���������
hLD

p
5 1 ; LD 5 hl i

are fulfilled, which is possible when the radiation source band
is broad enough, the reverse situation may occur: F 02 5F 002
[223]. To date, the broadest band is offered by a pulsed source
employing an air ± quartz type light guide (Dl � 1200 nm)
[224].

The temporal variability of the random coupling between
polarization modes in counterpropagating waves, arising
from heating or mechanical perturbations of the fiber, may
result in changes of the magnitude and sign ofF 02 andF 002 and,
accordingly, in an interference signal phase drift at the FRI
output.

A lowering of the h parameter, including that due to
regular SMF twisting [220, 221], reduces the degree of
polarization of nonmonochromatic radiation as the radia-
tion is transmitted through the SMF [225] and, as a
consequence, reduces the temperature drift of the FRI zero.
It was shown in Refs [226 ± 229] that the asymptotic degree of
polarization of low-coherence radiation propagating through
a fiber with a random polarization-mode coupling tends to
zero as the fiber length approaches infinity. This allows an
assumption that the temperature drift of the FRI zero should
lower with a significant increase in circuit length.

In the general case, when the conditions hL5 1,���������
hLD

p
5 1 are not fulfilled, an analytic expression for F 02

and F 002 is impossible to obtain, and the interference signal at
the FRI output, caused by polarization-mode coupling, and
its drift are calculated by numerical simulations of SMF
random nonuniformities [125]. The above-considered effects
arising from polarization-mode coupling may be responsible
for quite a significant drift of the zero when the FRI circuit
makes use of an inexpensive weakly anisotropic fiber, which is
characterized by a high h-parameter value [125, 197, 230 ±
232].

The ways of suppressing the PN in the presence of random
mode coupling (the quantities F 02 and F 002 ), like in the case of
turn of the SMF anisotropy axes at the circuit inputs (F0

2),
consist in the use of a polarizer or a depolarizer in the FRI
scheme.

Papers [233, 234] were concerned with the feasibility of
averaging the PN-induced drift of the FRI zero by applying
the modulation of the radiation polarization state at the FRI
circuit input [234] or in its middle [233]. By now, a series of
papers have been published in the scientific literature which
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are devoted to the calculation of the PN effects for specific
FRI schemes in the presence of polarization-mode coupling,
taking advantage of the Jones matrix method and numerical
simulations [82, 112 ± 120, 125 ± 127, 150, 181 ± 184, 235 ±
239]. In Refs [175, 176], the geometrical technique of
calculating PN with the use of the Poincare sphere [105 ±
107] was considered, i.e. in the Stokes parameter space, and
an analogy was drawn between PN and topological effects,
such as the Berry phase [142 ± 149] in quantum mechanics or
the Rytov phase [138 ± 141] in optics. On the Poincare sphere
of unit radius, the F0

2 quantity for the counterpropagating
waves of each polarization mode is numerically equal to the
area of the spherical triangle made by three points corre-
sponding to the radiation polarization state of a given mode
at both circuit outputs and to the radiation polarization state
at the FRI input. The Poincare sphere technique applies to
simple cases of PN calculations, when the characteristics of a
beam splitter and the polarization-mode coupling can be
neglected (F 02 � F 002 � 0).

In conclusion we formulate the m a i n r e s u l t s of
this section:

(1)We have considered the effects of PN, which are one of
the causes of the appearance of additional phase difference at
the FRI output. These effects were shown to be related to the
difference in polarizations of counterpropagating waves at
the output, which in turn is related to the noncommutativity
of anisotropic elements and their orientations with respect to
the middle of the FRI circuit. Three cases of PN occurrence
were considered. In the first two cases we considered a circuit
made of uniform anisotropic fiber without polarization-mode
coupling, whereas in the third case account was taken of the
random coupling between polarization eigenmodes of the
FRI circuit.

In the first case, PN arises due to noncoincidence of SMF
anisotropy axes at the fiber circuit inputs (the noncommuta-
tivity of anisotropy at the inputs) as a consequence of high-
frequency nonstationarity Ð the nonsimultaneous excitation
of the input radiation from polarization eigenmode field at
two circuit ends. This effect is independent of coherence
radiation properties because it emerges at the input, is not
related to the excitation of the second orthogonal mode, and
is therefore present even in a single-polarization fiber. This
effect does not occur when employing an SMFwith circularly
polarized eigenmodes.

In the second case, PN occurs when three conditions are
fulfilled: the two-channel property, i.e. the propagation of
counterpropagating wave radiation along two orthogonal
modes (channels) in the FRI circuit; coherence or partial
coherence of radiation in the orthogonal modes upon
transmission through the circuit, and the fulfillment of the
prerequisite for their interference due to a noncoincidence of
anisotropy axes at the fiber circuit input (output). In this case,
the interference signal at the output may carry additional
information on the phase difference (polarization) related to
fiber birefringence, no matter what the polarization of
radiation at the input.

In the third case, PN is caused by the random coupling
between orthogonal eigenmodes in the FRI circuit fiber.
Because of the coupling, in each orthogonal mode there
appears a coherent component of the other mode with a
random phase. An additional signal emerges in the inter-
ference in coherent components of the orthogonal modes due
to the noncommutativity of coupling relative to the middle of
the circuit. The magnitude of the signal in the second and

third cases may vary under mechanical action on the circuit
SMF and under changes of its temperature.

(2) To suppress the PN effects in FRI schemes, in all cases
the incorporation of a polarizer or a depolarizer is in common
practice.

(3) To calculate the PN effects in simple cases, recourse
can be made to the Poincare sphere technique or the Jones
matrix method, with account taken of the coherence of the
fields which interfere at the output. In more complex cases,
including that of a broadband radiation source in the
presence of orthogonal-mode coupling, it is possible to resort
to numerical computer simulations involving the Jones
matrix method for a finite number of spectral radiation
components and subsequent integration over the spectrum.

5.4 Additional signals under local changes of gyroscope
fiber circuit parameters arising from variable acoustical,
mechanical, and thermal actions
The third group of additional rotation-unrelated signals (F3)
at the FRI output is produced by thermal, mechanical, or
acoustical actions on fiber parameters that are locally
reciprocal but are excited asymmetrically with respect to the
middle of the fiber circuit. These effects are responsible for
changes in amplitude, polarization, and phase of one wave,
which are delayed in time relative to the counterpropagating
wave [240, 241]. These transient actions disturb the FRI-
circuit reciprocity conditions. The influence of phasemodula-
tion in the circuit on the output signal is given by relationship
(7). It follows from the latter that the perturbation with a
frequencyOinf produces an output signal at a frequency 2Oinf,
whose amplitude is defined by the second-order Bessel
function J2 of the first kind of an argument
2DFinf sinOinf t=2, where DFinf is the amplitude of the phase
action, and t is the time difference of the actions on
counterpropagating waves. For DFinf sinOinf t=25 1, the
interference signal is proportional to the square of the
argument of the Bessel function J2, i.e. � �DFinf�2. High-
frequency perturbations result in higher-amplitude signal
perturbations in comparison with low-frequency perturba-
tions of the same intensity. It can be shown with the use of
expression (7) that transient effects for counterpropagating
waves prove to be out of phase and compensate each other
when the condition Oinf t � p is fulfilled [242]. When the
rotation signal is recorded at the modulation frequency Om,
external asymmetric actions at a frequency Oinf result in the
modulation of the output signal at frequencies Om � Oinf and
an additional, parasitic signal thereby produces actions at
frequencies which fall within the reception band DO [243], i.e.
Oinf 4DO.

A separate group of nonreciprocal transient effects is
made up of effects related to the operation of the phase
modulator itself. It is always located asymmetrically with
respect to the middle of the fiber circuit and gives rise to an
additional nonreciprocal signal at the second harmonic of the
modulation frequency 2Om in the absence of the Sagnac effect
and (or) other nonreciprocal effects. This signal is usually
filtered out owing to the selective reception of the rotation
signal at the first harmonic of the modulation frequency.

Along with the phase modulation, the modulation of
radiation amplitude and polarization may occur during the
modulator operation [242, 244 ± 248]. The polarization
modulation of radiation occurs when the phase modulation
depths in two orthogonal axes are different. Both the
amplitude modulation and the modulation of polarization
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produce effects at the first harmonic of the modulation
frequency, whose phases are, as a rule, shifted by p=2 relative
to the phase of the rotation signal. In the phase detection they
may be removed due to the proper phase selection of the
reference signal. In the case when not only the amplitudes, but
also the phases of modulation in orthogonal modes are
different, the occurrence of a component cophased with the
useful signal is a possibility. The effects related to the nonideal
operation of a phase modulator were also investigated in
Ref. [249]. A technique of the compensation for polarization
modulation with the use of a Faraday element reversing the
polarization of radiation [250 ± 252] was proposed in Refs
[253, 254]. The employment of integrated optical modulators
will supposedly permit elimination of the polarization
modulation [255 ± 257].

It was shown in Refs [258 ± 260] that the presence of even
harmonics, primarily of the second harmonic in the voltage
feeding the phase modulator, is responsible for the appear-
ance of an additional signal at the first harmonic, which may
be either in phase or in antiphase with the useful signal.

The main c o n c l u s i o n of this section is that only
phase, polarization, and amplitude perturbations of counter-
propagating waves, which are asymmetric relative to the
middle of the fiber circuit and occur at frequencies within
the reception bandwidth, can have effect on the phase
difference of the counterpropagating waves at the FRI
output.

5.5 Nonreciprocal effects related to the Faraday effect
in an external magnetic field
We consider the influence of an external constant magnetic
field as one of the causes for the occurrence of a group-four
additional signal (F4) at the FRI output. The effects related to
the imposition of magnetic field were considered in Refs [23,
261 ± 267]. The existence of these effects and their instability
in the course of operation impair the precision characteristics
of fiber gyroscopes and generate the need for magnetic
screening. An additional phase incursion in an elementary
fiber segment, related to the Faraday effect in a magnetic
field, is written as

djH � aVH dz ;

where a is a coefficient which depends on the polarization
state of the propagating radiation and is equal to zero for a
linear polarization, and to�1 for a circular polarization; dz is
a vector collinear with the direction of wave propagation;H is
the magnetic field vector whose typical value for terrestrial
field is 5� 10ÿ5 T, and V is the Verdet constant which is
inversely proportional to the square of the wavelength l and
equal to 2 rad mÿ1 Tÿ1 for l � 0:85 mm in quartz. When an
SMF is isotropic or exhibits circular birefringence, one has
a � �1. The existence of linear birefringence of an SMF
reduces the magnitude of a. The resultant birefringence of an
SMF in amagnetic field is determined by its anisotropy and is
given by the relationship

Db� �
2p�n� ÿ nÿ�

l
�

��������������������������������������������
Db2L � �DbH � DbC�2

q
;

where the signs � refer to oppositely directed waves;
DbL � 2pDnL=l is the reciprocal linear birefringence;
DbC � 2pDnC=l is the reciprocal circular birefringence
related, according to Refs [170 ± 172, 174], to fiber torsion
per unit length y�z� by the relationship DbC�z� � �1ÿ g� y�z�,

and DbH � 2pDnH=L � 2VH is the nonreciprocal circular
birefringence caused by a magnetic field. For quartz fibers,
one finds g � 0:06ÿ0:08.

The Jones matrix method is conveniently used to calculate
magnetic effects for FRI specific fiber parameters and a given
magnetic field configuration. The form of the FRI matrix
depends on the specific fiber parameters and magnetic field
configuration. Let the magnetic field be constant along the
SMF (Hdz � const), which is the case when the coil with
wound fiber resides in a toroidal solenoid or envelops a
current-guiding conductor and the magnetic lines of force
are concentric circles. In this case, the elements of the Jones
matrix for an FRI circuit made of an SMF with linear and
circular birefringence are of the form

M�
11 � cosDb� L� i

DbL
Db�

sinDb� L ;

Mÿ
11 � cosDbÿ L� i

DbL
Dbÿ

sinDbÿ L ;

M�
22 � cosDb� Lÿ i

DbL
Db�

sinDb� L ;

Mÿ
22 � cosDbÿ Lÿ i

�
DbL
Dbÿ

�
sinDbÿL ; �18�

M�
12 �

�DbH � DbC� sinDb� L
Db�

;

Mÿ
12 �

�DbH ÿ DbC� sinDbÿ L
Dbÿ

;

M�
21 � ÿ

�DbH � DbC� sinDb� L
Db�

;

Mÿ
21 � ÿ

�DbH ÿ DbC� sinDbÿ L
Dbÿ

:

For H 6� 0, these expressions do not satisfy the reciprocity
conditions (9). By substituting expressions (18) into Eqns
(11) it is possible to obtain expressions for the orthogonal
field components of counterpropagating waves at the
output and the phase difference between them. An analysis
of the expression for the phase difference of counter-
propagating waves in a magnetic field in this case shows
that three qualitatively different situations can take place,
depending on the type of birefringence of the SMF circuit
eigenmodes.

(1) The FRI circuit is made of an isotropic SMF or an
SMF with an intrinsic circular birefringence. In this case, the
nonreciprocal phase difference is proportional to the polar-
izer extinction coefficient e in the FRI scheme (see Fig. 5) and
emerges only when a circular field component is present at the
FRI input.

(2) The FRI circuit is made of an SMF with an intrinsic
linear birefringence. In this case, the nonreciprocal phase
difference is also proportional to the polarizer extinction
coefficient e and emerges when either a circular component,
or a linear one whose direction makes an angle of 45� with the
SMF anisotropy axes, or both simultaneously are present at
the FRI input.

(3) The FRI circuit is made of an SMF with an intrinsic
elliptical birefringence. In this case, there arises a nonrecipro-
cal phase difference related neither to the circular field
component, nor to the linear one at an angle of 45�, which
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does not depend on the presence of a polarizer in the FRI
scheme. For DbL4DbC, DbH, the quantity Db�ÿ Dbÿ�
DbH DbC=DbL, and the expression for the resultant, polar-
izer-independent phase difference DjH at the output of the
ring interferometer is written as

F4 �
�
DbH�z�DbC�z� dz

DbL
� 2V

DbL

�
DbC�z�H�z� dz : �19�

In a series of papers and reviews (see, for instance,
monograph [23]), only the component independent of the
polarizer extinction coefficient was regarded as the FRI
magnetic responsivity. We emphasize that the above-men-
tioned situation takes place only when the magnetic field
component along the turns of the fiber circuit is nonzero. This
may be the case, in particular, when an FRI is employed as a
sensor of magnetic field or electric current (see Section 8).

We now consider another wider-spread case when an FRI
is embedded in an external magnetic field with a constant
direction, which is the case, for instance, under exposure to
the terrestrial magnetic field. The projection of magnetic field
H onto an element of length dz varies as cos�2pz=R� along a
turn, where R is the turn radius, and hence

�
Hdz � 0 at each

turn. In this case, the FRI matrix proves to be reciprocal for
constant fiber parameters. However, if the fiber parameters
are not constant along the circuit length, an additional phase
difference may arise in a constant magnetic field. For
DbL 4DbC, DbH, this phase difference may be calculated
using the relationship

F4 � 2VH

DbL

�
DbC�z� cos

�
z

R
ÿ j

�
dz ; �20�

where R is the turn radius; DbL � 2pDnL=l is the linear
birefringence; DbC�z� � �1ÿ g� y�z� is the circular birefrin-
gence in relation to the z-coordinate, and j is the angle
between the direction of magnetic field and the straight line
passing through the beginning and center of a turn.
Integration is performed along the length LW of a closed
turn of the FRI circuit. It is evident from expression (20)
that magnetic effects are absent when the torsion is constant
along the circuit turn [DbC�z� � const]. The phase difference
will be a maximum when the birefringence changes its sign
according to the cosine law (DbC � cos z=R), i.e. is deter-
mined by those components of the torsion spatial spectrum
(circular birefringence) Gxy�2p=LW� whose period corre-
sponds to the turn length of the fiber circuit of radius R
and LW � 2pR. The possible variations of the phase
difference at the FRI output due to the changes in the
direction of a magnetic field F4 can, according to the results
of paper [263], be written in the form

F4 � 2HV

DbL

������
�hL
p

; �21�

where L is the circuit length, and �h � G�2p=LW� is the
spectral density of the spatial component of circular
birefringence, whose spatial period corresponds to the turn
length LW � 2pR. Like in the determination of the standard
parameter h � G�2p=Lb� (where Lb is the length of polar-
ization beats in an SMF), for the quantity �h we will proceed
from the model of random twists of SMF axes [174],
considered in Section 5.3, and will take advantage of
expression (15) for the random-twist correlation function

K�u� to eventually obtain

G
�

2p
LW

�
� �h � 2

�1
0

K�u� cos
�

2p
LW

u

�
du

� 2
��1ÿ g� ymax

�2hl i
3
�
1� hl i2=R2

� : �22�

When the orthogonal-mode coupling parameter h is deter-
mined by random twists of fiber axes, for the h=�h ratio from
expressions (16) and (22) we have

h

�h
� �1� hl i2=R 2�
�1� 4p2hl i2=L2

b�
; �23�

and for 2pR � Lb the magnitude of �h is equal to h. Putting
hl i � 2:5 cm, R � 5 cm, ymax � 1.92 rad m, g � 0:08, we
obtain a value of �h � 4� 10ÿ2 mÿ1. Substituting the resul-
tant value in formula (21) for an FRI with a circuit length
L � 500 m and a birefringenceDbL � 2:2� 103, formagnetic
effects in the terrestrial field (H � 5� 10ÿ5 T) at awavelength
l � 0:85 mm (the Verdet constant is V � 2 rad mÿ1 Tÿ1) we
obtain a value 3:25� 10ÿ2 deg hÿ1. According to experi-
mental work [261], the action of terrestrial magnetic field in
the case of an isotropic-fiber gyroscope gives the same value of
phase difference as the Earth rotation (15 deg hÿ1). The ways
of reducing the effect of magnetic field are evident from
expressions (21) and (22) Ð strengthening linear birefrin-
gence, reducing circular birefringence (fiber torsion) and its
asymmetry with respect to the middle of the fiber circuit, and
increasing the wavelength, since V � 1=l2. The use of a
depolarizer in the FRI circuit was proposed in Refs [186,
268] for reducing the magnetic effects on the FRI zero drift.
However, this proposal is supposedly faulty. A comparison
between expressions (4) and (21) shows that the ratio between
the counterpropagating-wave phase differences related to the
Faraday and Sagnac effects for an FRI decreases with circuit
length as 1=

����
L
p

, given the magnetic field, fiber parameters,
and winding radius. This signifies that the relative magnetic
responsivity becomes lowerwith increasing a number of turns.
On the strength of relationship (19), the use of an anisotropic
fiber with a purely linear birefringence could seemingly solve
the problem of magnetic responsivity. However, the circular
component in fiber birefringence can hardly be eliminated in
real fibers due to accidental twists arising in the course of
pulling fiber and fiber winding around a coil [174].

5.6 Nonreciprocal effects associated with the nonlinear
interaction of counterpropagating waves
(optical Kerr effect)
The fifth group (F5) of additional signals at the FRI output is
made up of nonreciprocal nonlinear effects emerging when
the counterpropagating wave intensities are different. These
effects are related to the dependence of the fiber refractive
index on the optical radiation intensity [269], which is
governed by the nonlinear optical Kerr effect. The magni-
tude of the effect depends on the value of quadratic
nonlinearity of the refractive index w3 for the light-guiding
fiber core material and is related to the high optical power
density in the single-mode fiber owing to a small core
diameter (4 ± 8 mm). These effects in FRIs were considered
in Refs [76, 77, 270 ± 273].

We consider below the case when the polarizations of
counterpropagating waves are collinear, but their intensities
are different. An analysis of counterpropagating-wave
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propagation through a nonlinear medium, performed in
Ref. [23], in this instance reveals that the intensity dependence
of the SMF refractive index is combined from three terms:

dn� � w3
2n

ÿjE�j2 � jE�j2 � jE�j2� : �24�

The first term in formula (24) relates to the self-saturation of
the wave jE�j2, the second term with the saturation by the
counterpropagating wave jE�j2, and the third, equal to the
second one, with the cross-saturation.

The cross-saturation owes its nature to the fact that
counterpropagating waves produce a standing structure,
which `writes' by virtue of the nonlinear Kerr effect a virtual
multilayer mirror in the medium, with the consequential
reflection of the counterpropagating waves [274 ± 277]. The
first two nonlinear terms in the refractive index of the glass
fiber core material prove to be equal for oppositely directed
waves even when their intensities are different and do not
produce nonreciprocity. The third term associated with
multiple reflection of refractive index from the nonlinear
mirror proves to be responsible for the occurrence of a
nonreciprocal nonlinear phase difference at the FRI output,
which is defined by the distinction DP between powers of the
counterpropagating waves and the nonlinear polarizability
w3:

Dn � w3
�jE�j2 ÿ jEÿj2� � w3 DP :

These effects may be substantially weakened through the
utilization of low-coherence broadband radiation sources.
For them, the standing structure of refractive index, essential
for the emergence of nonreciprocity, coincides for different
radiation wavelengths only over a coherence length
l coh � l2=Dl near the middle of the fiber circuit [278 ± 280].
In this case, F5�kDP lcoh (for quartz SMFs, one has
k � 2�105 rad mWÿ1 [23]). The FRI output rotation rate
(expressed in units of deg hÿ1) equivalent to F5 is
DO5 � 105 lcF5=�pLD� and decreases in proportion to the
diameter and length of the circuit. Numerical estimates
performed in Ref. [281] in accordance with the expression
for nonlinear nonreciprocal FRI effects give a value of
DO5 �2�10ÿ5 deg hÿ1 for P � 100 mW, DP � 0:02 mW,
D � 1 m, L � 5 km, l � 1:55 mm, and Dl � 15 nm.

The placement of a polarizer has no effect on the FRI zero
shift related to the Kerr effect. When counterpropagating
waves with a variable or fluctuating amplitude differ in
intensity, the nonlinear effects in an FRI can, because of
asymmetry in the opposite directions, give rise to transient
effects at the modulation frequency, which are similar to
those considered in Section 5.4 [282]. Possibilities for
eliminating multiple reflections from the virtual mirror have
been considered in the scientific literature. These include
high-frequency modulation of the fiber length in the middle
of the circuit [23] or breaking the fiber in the middle of the
circuit [281] with the aim of making an air gap at the place of
formation of the field standing structure. So far these
techniques have not found practical use.

In resonator FOGs, the nonlinear optical Kerr effect may
change the resonance frequency and give rise to bistability
[283].

When the counterpropagating waves have different
polarizations (are noncollinear), additional nonlinear, non-
reciprocal polarization effects may occur, which are related to
the variation of polarization of each wave owing to the action
of the noncollinear counterrunning wave. The change of

polarization of each of the counterpropagating waves may
occur due to nonlinear anisotropy induced by the action of
intensity of the differently polarized counterrunning wave.
This effect is independent of the spectral width of the
radiation source and is accumulated over the entire circuit
length. Furthermore, the polarization of one of the waves will
change due to the multiple reflection of the differently
polarized counterrunning wave from the virtual nonlinear
mirror, which comes about from the Kerr effect on the
standing structure of the counterrunning waves. The localiza-
tion of this effect along the circuit depends on the coherence
properties of the radiation source. These two nonlinear
polarization effects for noncollinear counterrunning waves
are different in nature and have come to be known in the
scientific literature as the HaÈ nsch effect [284, 285] and the
Yakubovich effect [286].More recently they were discussed in
considerable detail in Refs [274 ± 277]. Numerical estimates of
the nonlinear effects and the phase nonreciprocity for noncol-
linear waves in FRIs are given in paper [270]. It is pertinent to
note that the nonlinear optical Kerr effect may lead to the
depolarization of nonmonochromatic radiation at the output
of weakly anisotropic SMFs due to induced anisotropy, when
the radiation polarization state at the input is differed from
the polarization of SMF eigenmodes [287]. Notice that the
occurrence of a frequency difference among counterrunning
waves in a ring laser, associated with the HaÈ nsch effect, was
earlier considered in Refs [288 ± 290].

5.7 Nonreciprocity associated with relativistic effects
in fiber gyroscopes
First of all it should be remembered that the Sagnac effect is
relativistic by itself [48 ± 52] and, as shown in works [48, 52], is
a consequence of the relativistic law of velocity composition
Ð the linear velocity of interferometer rotation and the phase
velocities of each of the counterpropagating waves, which is
reflected in formula (3). Notice that expression (3) is valid in
the absence of angular acceleration and spatially nonuniform
static gravitational field. Their influence on the Sagnac effect
was considered in Refs [291, 292].

We now turn to a consideration of the influence of
gravity-related relativistic effects on the phase difference of
counterpropagating waves in an FRI and, hence, on the FOG
output signal.

When a gravitational field is produced by a rotating mass,
the Lense ±Thirring effect is bound to occur, which is a GTR
effect [293]. Until the present time this effect has not been
revealed experimentally. It is a gravitational analogue of
electromagnetic induction and has the effect that a rotating
mass located at the center of the interferometer exerts a
different action on the phases of waves travelling in the
direction of mass rotation or in the opposite direction. As
far back as 1921, to record this effect from the Earth's
rotation, Silberstein [294] proposed the use of a ring
interferometer, in which the effect under consideration
should produce an additional phase difference among
counterrunning waves. In this case, hopes were being pinned
on a ring interferometer measuring 630 m � 340 m, which
was being designed by Michelson and his coworkers at that
time. However, its sensitivity proved to be clearly not high
enough for revealing the Lense ±Thirring effect. Shortly after
the advent of the first FRIs, Scully et al. [295] proposed the
use of large-sized FRIs for recording the Lense ±Thirring
effect and also for the high-precision verification of the main
postulate of the STR Ð the isotropy of the velocity of light.
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Specific requirements on FRI parameters for these experi-
ments were considered in papers [125, 127], where it was
shown, in particular, that the attainment of the requisite
sensitivity necessitated constructing an FRI several kilo-
meters in diameter. The main difficulty here lies in the fact
that the phase difference of counterpropagating waves due to
the Lense ±Thirring effect is extremely small and may escape
detection against the noise background of the receiving
equipment and the background of other nonreciprocal
effects considered above. The rotation of an FRI several
kilometers in diameter stationed on the Earth is impossible to
eliminate, while the phase difference of counterpropagating
waves, expected from the Lense ± Thirring effect, is eight
orders of magnitude lower than that from the Sagnac effect
related to the Earth's rotation. That is why theweak effect will
have to be observed against the background of a very strong
one, making the observations extremely difficult. Recently,
for the observation of the Lense ±Thirring effect, Tartaglia
[296] proposed the use of a ring interferometer with a
dimension greater than the Earth's perimeter, for which
purpose the interferometer mirrors would be stationed on
artificial Earth satellites.

Gravitational waves can also give rise to a phase
difference of FRI counterpropagating waves. To detect
them by optical techniques, a Michelson interferometer with
4-km long arms is now in the making in the framework of the
LIGO Project in the USA. As an alternative to the LIGO
Project, a discussion in the scientific literature is now under-
way concerning the possibility of using a special-design FRI
to stage basic experiments on measuring gravitational waves
[297]. The idea of this experiment consists in the following.
When binary stars rotate, gravitational radiation rotating in
time arrives at the Earth (see Fig. 7). In relation to the phase

of the gravitational radiation, the photons of light will change
their frequency along the perimeter of the FRI fiber circuit:
`redden' or `get blue', but on average the phase incursion will
be zero. For this not to take place, the velocity of light along
the perimeter of one of the counterrunning waves should be
equal to the rotational velocity of the gravitational wave.
Then, the photons in this direction of light propagation will
periodically `get blue' and `redden'. In the opposite direction
of light propagation, this velocity synchronization does not
take place, since the photons of this wave go counter to the
rotation of the gravitational radiation. The phase difference
of the counterrunning waves at the interferometer output will
change in time with the rotational frequency of the gravita-
tional wave field. Estimates show that attaining velocity
synchronization of the light and gravitational waves for a
rotational frequency of the gravitational field of about 10 kHz
requires that the fiber ring diameter should be about 13 km
(a fiber length of 41 km). In this case, the expected phase
difference estimated by the authors of this project will exceed
the FRI sensitivity threshold. To reduce the diameter of such
an FRI, Kingsley [297] proposed the employment of a system
slowing down the photon velocity due to a fiber of requisite
length wound over a toroid, whose diameter would define the
dimension of the gravitational ring interferometer. However,
high radiation energy losses arise for so high a rotational
frequency (10 kHz) of the binary star, resulting in its rapid
collapse and a strongly limited time of observation of the
gravitational waves.

We note that also discussed in the scientific literature is the
possibility of recording gravitational waves employing, along
with FRIs, polarization ring interferometers on the basis of
discrete optical elements [298 ± 300] which were first proposed
in Refs [301, 302]. In these interferometers, a polarization
prism fulfils the function of a beam splitter at the ring input,
with the effect that counterpropagating waves have mutually
orthogonal polarizations. A fiber version of polarization
interferometers (PFRIs) may possess a high responsivity due
to a large circuit length.

Because the Sagnac effect is, in accordancewith expression
(3), inversely proportional to the wavelength, it is advanta-
geous to go over to shorter-wavelength radiation, including
the employment of de Broglie waves of material particles with
a nonzero mass at rest (electrons, neutrons, atoms, etc.). For
material particles possessing spin, which follow a curvilinear
path, there occurs a relativistic kinematic effect termed
Thomas precession [303 ± 308]. It consists in the fact that the
spin of a particle which describes a curvilinear path is rotated
(exhibits precession). If material particles (for instance,
electrons) have a similar spin orientation (similar polariza-
tion) at the input of a ring interferometer, the spin orientations
of counterpropagating waves will be different at its output. In
the interference between the counterpropagating waves this
will give rise to a phase difference unrelated to rotation [309,
310], whose order of magnitude is defined by the ratio
v2=c2. To eliminate the effect of Thomas precession on the
de Broglie-wave ring interferometers, Malykin [49] pro-
posed the use of material particles with a zero spin
value Ð p-mesons. For optical ring interferometers, the
Thomas precession will not change the state of light polariza-
tion, since the polarization of a single photon is always
circular` Ð right or left. In other words, the spin of a photon
as a particle with a zero rest mass can only be aligned with or
opposed to the direction of motion, which is the preferred one
for the photon because there exists no rest frame for it [311].
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Figure 7. Sagnac interferometer for measuring gravitational waves [297].

The propagation direction and velocity v of one light wave coincides with
the sense of rotation of a gravitational wave, whose circular frequency is

og; oc is the circular frequency of light; a is the SMF light absorption

coefficient;Ec is the electric field amplitude of the light wave at the input of

the fiber circuit, and c is the phase of the wave. For clarity, the full circles

stand for the photonswhich change their energy (frequency) to the greatest

degree under the action of the gravitational field.
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Therefore, the photon spin orientation cannot change with
respect to the direction ofmotion. This result can be explained
in a different way. As shown in Refs [306, 307], for a particle
velocity v � c its spin turns by one revolution per revolution of
theparticle. Therefore,when thephoton travels througha ring
interferometer its spin turns by 360� and thereby reverts to the
initial state. When there exists an optical medium with a
refractive index n in the interferometer (like, for instance, in
an FRI), the photons nevertheless travel in it with the velocity
of light and the n-fold moderation of the average velocity is
attributable to the reemission-related delay.

The main c o n c l u s i o n of this section is as follows.
Relativistic effects (owing to their smallness) can hardly affect
the measurement accuracy of orientation and navigation
FOGs. On the other hand, large-sized FRIs can be employed
to discover these effects.

6. Fluctuations and ultimate sensitivity
of fiber gyroscopes

The FOG sensitivity determined by noise of different origins
at the photodetector output (F7) was considered in Refs [95,
312 ± 326]. Several sources make contributions to the noise:
quantum (shot) noise related to the discrete nature of photons
and photoelectrons; the natural noise of a radiation source,
related to the beats of spectral components [95, 316, 319] that
emerge during quadratic detection (photoreception) of the
optical spectrum; equilibrium thermal fluctuations of the
SMF refractive index [313, 324], which modulate the counter-
running wave radiation; fluctuations associated with light
scattering, and flicker noise related to the passage of feed
current through a semiconductor radiation source. These
constituents are different in level with and without phase
modulation, becausemodulation gives rise to additional noise
components at the modulation frequency owing to beats of
noise components (during photoreception) at frequencies
corresponding to the first and second harmonics of the
modulation frequency [320, 321].

The respective spectral densities of noise modulation of
the photocurrent at the FRI output, caused by shot noise and
the natural noise of a radiation source, are [95, 316, 318]

m2
1 �

2e

i0
; m2

2 �
1

P
;

where e is the electron charge, P is the spectral band of the
radiation source, i0 � gP is the constant constituent of the
current,P is the optical power, and g is the quantum efficiency
of the photodetector.

The depth of chaotic modulation of the natural fluctua-
tions of the radiation source does not, unlike shot noise,
depend on the magnitude of the photocurrent at the FRI
output and is determined only by the bandwidth P of the
radiation source. For a Gaussian or Lorentzian line shape,
the depth of modulation of radiation source fluctuations
varies insignificantly (up to a factor of 1.5) in comparison
with the P-like line shape. The thermal fluctuations of
refractive index, which may be responsible for additional
noise modulation m2

3 of the photocurrent at the FRI output,
were considered in Refs [313, 326]. The level of thermal
equilibrium fluctuations of the SMF refractive index and
their dependence on the fiber length was experimentally
investigated with the use of a Mach ±Zehnder interferometer
by Wanser [327]. It was shown in the work cited that the
spectral density of phase fluctuations at the fiber output,

related to the equilibrium fluctuations of refractive index, is
proportional to the fiber length and the temperature squared,
and inversely proportional to the wavelength and the mode
diameter. These dependences show the way to reducing
thermal phase fluctuations, in particular, by lowering the
circuit temperature. The spectral density of thermal phase
fluctuations at the output of a 1-km long fiber segment,
measured in Ref. [327], was equal to 2 mrad Hzÿ1=2.

The influence of equilibrium fluctuations of the refractive
index on the output FOG signal has a specific feature which
consists in that their effect is stronger for fiber sections
remotest from the middle of the fiber circuit (see Section 5.4).
Furthermore, falling into the reception band at the modula-
tion frequency are only those low-frequency perturbations
whose frequency does not exceed the reception bandwidth.
These issues were treated in Refs [324, 325]. The results of the
experimental work [324] on the revelation of the effect of
equilibrium refractive-index fluctuations on the FOG signal
are not convincing enough and invite further refinements.
The Rayleigh scattering, which is the principal cause of
optical energy loss in modern SMFs, changes the constant
constituent of photocurrent and thereby changes the magni-
tude of shot noise. Furthermore, arriving at the output is the
radiation coherent with counterpropagating waves, which is
scattered from fiber segments with lengths equal to the
coherence length and located at the center of the fiber ring
and at its ends. This part of the scattered radiation can
introduce an additional correction to the phase of the
rotation signal. The radiation scattered from the remaining
portions of the fiber circuit is incoherent with counter-
propagating waves. It will give rise to an additional noise
interference signal [328] whose intensity is defined by the
product of the fields of the principal and scattered waves. This
part of the scattered radiation may lead to the occurrence of
additional noise modulation m2

4 < m2
2 in the output signal.

Modulation estimates for a superluminescence diode give an
FRI zero drift to an order of 10ÿ6 deg hÿ1. The flicker current
fluctuations are hard to predict, since they are largely
dependent on the production technology of a radiation
source and may vary from sample to sample.

The rotation sensitivity threshold is determined from the
condition that the signal-to-noise ratio at the photodetector
output in a given reception band be equal to unit. Following
the results of Ref. [95], the threshold rotational velocity Othres

(when using the modulation measuring technique from the
first harmonic of the modulation frequency and the optimal
amplitude of phase modulation corresponding to the peak of
the first-order Bessel function) may be written as

Othres � 1:57lc
2RL

�����������������������������������������������������ÿ
m2

1 �m2
2 �m2

3 �m2
4

�
DF

q
; �25�

where DF is the reception band. Considering that m2
1,

m2
2 > m2

4 and the m2
3 value can be lowered by lowering the

SMF temperature, we conclude that the shot noisem2
1 and the

noise of a superluminescence radiation source m2
2 make the

main contribution to the sensitivity threshold. In this case, by
raising the output power it is possible to improve the ultimate
sensitivity as long as the shot-noise modulation depth
(m2

1 � 2e=i0) exceeds the modulation depth of the radiation
source noise (m2

2 � 1=P). As the current is further increased,
the sensitivity threshold ceases to depend on the photocur-
rent, because the noise related to the natural fluctuations in
the radiation source comes to be dominant at the FRI output.
This noise can be significantly reduced if it is compensated
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for. To this end it is possible to use a fraction of the initial
source power [81, 324, 325, 329]. During propagation through
the entire length of the fiber circuit, the useful signal acquires
an additional phase. That is why an additional phase should
also be introduced into the compensation signal, employing a
delay line or some other device. As shown by subsequent
investigations [321], it was not the amplitude of phase
modulation Fm � 1:8 rad, corresponding to the peak of the
first harmonic in the photocurrent, that turned out to be
optimal for increasing the signal-to-noise ratio, but
Fm � 2:7 rad, corresponding to the minimum of the con-
stant component of the photocurrent.

The techniques which make it possible to obtain a linear
dependence between the angular rotational velocity and the
output signal over a wide range of angular velocities under
measurement were considered in Refs [258, 330 ± 351], and
those involving measurements of the entire set of modulation
frequency harmonics in the photocurrent were examined in
Refs [331, 335, 339, 344 ± 346]. The possibility of using the
heterodyne technique was explored in Refs [349 ± 351]. In
some cases, the employment of these techniques allows an
improvement in sensitivity, which was demonstrated in paper
[88]. We note that the variation of the level of fluctuations
may in some cases serve the purpose of rotation indication
[352].

In the previous sections we considered the causes for the
occurrence of additional signals at the FRI output. Taking
into account these signals, the resultant phase differenceFS at
the FRI output may be written as

FS � FS � F1 � F2 � F3 � F4 � F5 � F6 � F7 : �26�
One can see from expression (26) that the output signal

can contain, along with the rotation signal (FS) and the noise
signal (F7), signals related to light scattering (F1), polariza-
tion (F2) and transient (F3) effects, imposition of magnetic
field (F4), and nonlinear (F5) and relativistic (F6) effects.
When the additional signals are stable, it is possible to
subtract them during data processing. When they vary with
time, they determine the drift of the signal and the measure-
ment error of angular velocity.

Therefore, the fluctuations of the signal at theFOGoutput
determine the ultimate sensitivity; themagnitude of the sumof
additional signals in the absence of rotation determines the
permanent `pedestal', while its variation (including tempera-
ture ones) governs the drift of the FOG signal.

7. Application of fiber gyroscopes
and fiber ring interferometers

In this section we discuss the application of FRI-based FOGs
intended for measurements of rotational velocity and rota-
tion angle as well as diversified uses of FRIs unrelated to the
rotation of an object, including their use as acoustic sensors
[353] or hydrophones [354, 355]. By now fiber-optic gyro-
scopes (FOGs) have entered the stage of batch production
and have occupied a rather big niche among medium-
precision gyroscopic instruments. The sensitivity range of
optical fiber gyroscopes is rather broad: from 100 deg hÿ1 to
0.005 deg hÿ1. The `minimal scheme' [85] with one polarizer
(see Fig. 5) underlies batch-produced instruments. The
elemental base of the batch-produced instruments is quite
diversified. Some companies use traditional welded or
polished fiber-optic elements (fiber modulators and polar-
izers, welded or polished beam splitters), whereas the others

resort to integrated optical elements or modules, on which a
modulator, a beam splitter, and a polarizer are mounted.
Either semiconductor superluminescence emitters or super-
fluorescence active-fiber emitters serve as FOG radiation
sources. On the not nearly complete list of companies
involved in the batch production of fiber gyroscopes in the
USA are Honeywell, Litton Corp., KVH Inc., Fibersense
Technology Corp., and Andrew Kintec Corp.; in Europe are
Photonetics, SFIM, Litef, and IMAR; in Africa is CSIR; in
Japan are Communications Research Laboratory and Tama-
gawa, and in Russia are the NTK `Fizoptika' (Moscow) and
`Korpus' (Saratov), the Instrument-Making Scientific-Pro-
duction Unit (Perm') and some others. FOGs have a rather
broad area of practical application for the purposes of
gyroscopy, orientation, and navigation [13, 356 ± 361].
FOGs are employed in ground transportation vehicles,
among which are automobiles, electric cars, robots, and
different agricultural machines which should move accord-
ing to a preassigned program [361]. These gyroscopes have a
sensitivity to an order of 10 deg hÿ1. In taxis and police cars
they are employed when moving along prespecified routes,
including those in megalopolises. The length of straight
portions covered when pursuing the route is determined by
integrating velocity, and the turn through a given angle is
checked by integrating the FOG signal. For objects executing
nonplanar motion (including helicopters and rockets), to
determine the orientation in space advantage is taken of
triaxial devices containing three independent angular rota-
tion sensors withmutually orthogonal axes.Moreover, FOGs
are employed when laying railways and drilling wells. In this
case, the gyroscope axis is placed perpendicular to the rail or
the drill. As the gyroscope moves along the railway or
advances with the drill end, the gyroscope reveals the axis
rotations, i.e. departures from the rectilinear path. FOGs are
also predicted soon to start occupying the niche of naviga-
tional gyroscopes, which has previously belonged to laser and
mechanical gyroscopes.

FRIs can also be used as conventional phase sensors of
variable action. This is possible when the sensor is located at
one of the ends or the sensing function is fulfilled by a portion
of the fiber at one of the ends of the circuit. As noted above,
under an asymmetric action on the circuit SMF there appears
the second harmonic of the signal in the interference signal at
the FRI output. This kind of sensor is a quadratic detector
with a low responsivity to weak disturbances. However, a
linear response can be obtained on introducing additional
modulationOm. In this event, the signal is observed not at the
disturbance frequency Oinf, but at frequencies Om � Oinf, and
the characteristic of the fiber sensor is defined by the first-
order Bessel function whose argument is equal to

Finf sinOinf
�Lÿ Linf� n

2c
;

i.e. depends on the level, frequency, and localization of the
signal in the fiber coil Linf. The highest sensor sensitivity [191]
for a given frequency of the signal is defined by the condition

sinOinf
�Lÿ Linf� n

2c
� 1 :

This relationship implies that the sensor is insensitive to
constant actions and has a nonuniform frequency response.
An advantage of ring sensors over the Mach ±Zehnder and
Michelson schemes is that the interfering waves travel along
similar paths.
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FRIs are also employed for measuring the flow velocity of
liquids [362]. To do this requires providing a contact of the
flow with the light-guiding core throughout some segment of
the fiber circuit, which will give rise to nonreciprocity effects
in the FRI due to emerging the Fresnel ± Fizeau liquid flow
entrainment.

Furthermore, presently under discussion are issues related
to the application of FRIs and PFRIs in physical experi-
ments, including the detection of various nonreciprocal
effects in different media, occurring under the action of
magnetic fields of different configurations [363, 364]. Chow
et al. [365] considered the possibility of applying FRIs to the
solution of several geophysical problems. De Carvalho and
Blake [366] employed an FRI to measure the Lorentzian
addition to the Fresnel ± Fizeau entrainment coefficient. The
first attempts to takemeasurements of this kind weremade by
Harress as far back as 1909 [34].

Nullifying the effects of asymmetricmodulation in anFRI
at the frequencies that satisfy the condition

ot � oLDn
c
� p

can be used for measuring the chromatic dispersion [367, 368]
and the polarizationmode dispersion [369] in an SMF and for
measuring the dependence of an SMF nonlinear refractive
index on the light intensity [370]. FRIs are also used for
contactless profile monitoring of optical surfaces [371, 372];
as current [373 ± 377] and electric field [378] sensors, magneto-
meters [379], and tension sensors [380]; for measuring the
extinction coefficient of fiber polarizers [381]; as optical
frequency filters [238, 239], temperature sensors [382, 383],
optical switches [384 ± 388], and optical hydrophones [354,
355], and also for measuring the velocity of object motion
from the Doppler effect [389]. FRIs also find a series of other
interesting applications [390 ± 402].

Also discussed in the scientific literature is the feasibility
of using special-design FRIs for staging basic experiments
to discover STR and GTR effects, including experiments to
measure gravitational waves [297], and also the Lense ±
Thirring effect and the assumed anisotropy of the velocity
of light [295]. These experiments were conceptually con-
sidered in Section 5.7.

The military aspects of applications of FRIs were
considered in Refs [403 ± 406], and Ref. [407] was concerned
with the commercial aspects of their use.

We note that a large number of journal papers dedicated
to FRIs and published from 1976 to 1989 were collected in
Ref. [408].

8. Conclusions

It is pertinent to note that fiber gyroscopy has now gone
through the stage of purely scientific research and entered the
stage of production of gyroscopic devices, primarily those of
the medium-precision class (15 ± 0.05 deg hÿ1), and it coexists
along with more sensitive laser gyroscopy (1 ± 0.001 deg hÿ1)
intended for navigational purposes, i.e. for the determination
of the latitude of a place by measuring the rotational velocity
of the Earth.

The development of fiber gyroscopy will follow several
directions.

(1) Improvement of the stability of FOGs thanks to
improvements in the quality of the elements (modulators,
beam splitters, polarizers, and fiber circuits) and their

temperature stability; improvement of the methods for
checking the mutual alignment of the elements during
assembly, and also development of designs insensitive to
mechanical and acoustic vibrations and temperature gradi-
ents.

(2) Improvement of the ultimate sensitivity by lowering
the modulation depth of radiation source fluctuations. This is
possible in the path of raising the intensity and broadening the
band of radiation sources [223]. Raising the sensitivity and
stability may have the effect that fiber gyroscopes will oust
laser ones from their place in navigational gyroscopy.

(3) Lowering the cost and miniaturization of the devices
through the batch production of integrated modules, which
would substantially enlarge the demand for medium-preci-
sion (to 1 deg hÿ1) orientation gyroscopes.

(4) Further investigation of the possibility of designing
lengthy high-sensitivity FRIs with the aim of using them for
basic experiments, including the field of gravitational wave
detection and studies of the effects of special and general
relativity theory.

As noted above, resonance fiber gyroscopy has not gained
wide acceptance to date. However, it may well be that the
change-over from laser sources to broadband superlumines-
cence radiators will serve as an impetus to its future
development. Experiments conducted in this field have been
reported in the scientific literature [409 ± 411]. The advantages
of these schemes over the traditional ones are discussed, and
quite optimistic estimates are given [412 ± 414].Moreover, it is
not impossible that the development of resonance gyroscopy
will take a different path: involving not multiturn fiber coils,
but high-Q integrated optical resonators, because the shift of
resonance frequencies for counterpropagating waves is
independent of the length of the resonator perimeter.

Along with optical gyroscopes, the feasibility of develop-
ing gyroscopic instruments on the basis of the Sagnac effect
for waves quite different in nature and from different
frequency ranges is also considered in the scientific litera-
ture. Since the Sagnac effect is inversely proportional to the
wavelength, the sensitivity can be expected to rise with
decreasing wavelength. Sagnac-effect measurements have
been reported for X-ray waves [42], de Broglie waves of
electrons [40], neutrons [43], and different atoms [44 ± 46].
However, at the moment new proposals cannot (owing to the
complexity of their realization) seriously compete with optical
gyroscopy.
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